There are 500 Stories at 3D-Con: This is One of Them
I would like to welcome you to 3D-Con, a combined convention for the ISU and NSA. This is my second convention that
I have been chairman for and fourth Southern California one that I have attended. Incidentally the first convention I
chaired was the first one that used the moniker 3D-Con as
suggested by Eric Kurland. This event has been harder to
plan due to the absence of two friends who were movers
and shakers from the last convention, David Washburn and
Ray Zone. Both passed before their time soon after the last
convention. I thought about both often when planning for
this convention.
The old police procedural movie the Naked City starts with
the quote “There are eight million stories in the naked city;
this has been one of them.” The same can be said of our
interest in 3D. Everyone usually has an interesting and personal reason that they migrated into this unusual hobby. In
Figure 1 My Dad and his sister on a keystone view 1932.
a talk I did at the last convention I mentioned how I got interested in 3D. I was visiting the Getty Museum in southern California where they had a sequential viewer with 3D Civil War stereoviews, which I found fascinating. My wife then bought
me some cards and a Holmes viewer for my birthday.
When my family learned that I had a stereo viewer they
sent me the only surviving photographs from my father’s childhood which happened to be stereoviews taken in 1932 in Norwalk, Ohio by the Keystone View Company. John Waldsmith mentioned to me these were
used as a sales tool to entice people to buy the views of
the world set. The photographer would come to your
home to sell you images and include photographs that
were taken in your home in the set.
I showed the images of the set to a cousin who was
living with my father’s family during the depression Figure 2 The family relaxing. The piano was made at a factory down the street.
whose husband
happened to mention that he had an old 3D camera that he received in the 1950’s
and never used. From his closet he produced a Realist format TDC Colorist II that
was still in its original packaging (this was in the late 1990’s). This became my goto 3D camera.
During a family vacation, I took some shots in Carlsbad Caverns which were underexposed and not viewable on a normal 3D slide viewer. I homebuilt a slide viewer using high intensity xenon bulbs, usually found in caving headlamps of that era. I then
started my business, Berezin Stereo Photography Products to market and produce
the viewFigure 3 Full circle. I designed viewers for
the museum where I caught the 3D bug. er. I was
also proud
to produce new stereo viewers which can be
seen at the Getty museum today.
During this week, I hope you can add to your
3D experience and add to your 3d story. Also,
please take a moment to thank the volunteers
that made this event possible. Most are listed in
this program.

Steve Berezin

Figure 4 The obligatory 3D portrait, brewery games.

Welcome to our Combined 3D
Convention – the 2017 3D-Con!
Welcome to the 38th
annual National StereoThis year we have a very
special 3D Convention
hosted by four of our 3D
(stereo) organizations,
all of which I am pleased to be a long-time member. This convention represents the 43rd National Stereoscopic Association (NSA) Convention. It is the 21st International Stereoscopic Union (ISU) World Congress. Our convention is also
hosted by the Stereoscopic Association of America (SSA) which is part of the NSA. Adding to this list is this year’s convention committee, led by members of the Los Angeles 3D (LA3D) club and many other volunteers from different locations,
3D clubs and organizations. What an impressive list!
The largest 2017 3D photographic convention/extravaganza is being held in an area full of history, traditions, unique
scenery, customs, culinary delights, and many friendly people! Adding to our enjoyment is the reuniting with our 3D
friends from far and wide (14 or more countries), the viewing of new and old images, learning new techniques, buying
and selling of stereo images and equipment, and catching up on the latest activities.
Highlights of our 3D-Con will include the Stereo Theater programs, which will show a very diverse set of images and have
some special speakers. In the Workshops, you can learn about that new 3D camera, viewer, technique, or software that
is just what you need. Join the Special Interest Groups (SIG) like the Stereoscopic Society of America, View-Master, 3D
Phones and Tablets, 3D Movie Makers, Virtual Reality, Phantograms and Lenticular making, Vintage Images, and Medium-Format 3D Supporters. Don’t forget the Art Gallery and exhibits, the competition displays, our evening Auction, the
2-day Trade Fair with over 25 dealers and many tables of goodies, and the guests and expert speakers that we will see and
hear. Try your hand at room-hopping, that legendary technique of seeing and procuring images and equipment before it
reaches the Trade Fair tables and before anyone else can beat you to it!
I invite you to participate in all these activities, the special dinners and excursions that are planned, and the many other
possibilities.
The 3D-Con is organized and hosted by volunteers: people who have donated many hours and much effort to share
with us the same things that each of us love as a hobby, an avocation, or even a major livelihood. And we always need
volunteers! We ask you to congratulate our many volunteers, follow their directions and instructions, assist them if they
need help, and encourage them when those little problems occur! And when you see those areas that you particularly
enjoy and would like to contribute your own skills, please volunteer for work during the next year. Leaders, assistants,
committee members, and all sorts of helpers are always needed. You can show your own 3D work in a theater program, a
workshop, a competitive or non-competitive exhibit, or just something that you bring along to show us.
Thank you for helping make this year’s 3D-Con so enjoyable for all of us. And please come by and say hello to me!
Lee Pratt, NSA President
The National Stereoscopic Association (NSA) is a non-profit organization, founded in 1974. The goals are: to promote research, collection and use of vintage
& contemporary stereo views, stereo cameras, equipment and related materials; to promote the practice of stereo photography; to encourage the use of
stereoscopy in the fields of visual arts and technology; to foster the appreciation of the stereograph as a visual historical record; much of this is done through
Stereo World magazine, the NSA website: http://stereoview.org, and hosting the World’s Largest 3D Stereo Trade Show and Convention annually.

Special Events

NSA Regions
The NSA is divided into geographic regions with a Director assigned to each, as your representative. Please
contact your regional Director for information about local events or NSA activities. If you would like to host a
regional activity please contact either your Director or the Vice President -Activities.
New England (ME, NH, VT, MA, CT, RI): Dick Koolish, Arlington, MA koolish@dickkoolish.com
Metro New York City: John Zelenka, New York City, NY John@StereoRealist.com
Delaware Valley (PA, DE, NJ, Upstate NY): Sheldon Aronowitz, Teaneck, NJ king3ddd@aol.com
Middle Atlantic (VA, MD, NC, DC): Mike Cantor, Greenbelt, MD cantermike@aol.com
Southeast (FL, AL, GA, MS, SC): Cecil Stone, Orlando, FL stonieorl@aol.com
Eastern Midwest (KY, OH, WV, TN): George Themelis, Brecksville, OH drt-3d@live.com
Upper Midwest (MN, WI, IA, ND, SD): Tom Martin, Golden Valley, MN tlmartin@bitstream.net
Central Midwest (IL, IN, MI, MO): Dennis Green, Ferndale, MI dennisgreen@comcast.net
South Central (TX, OK, KS, LA, AR): Eddie Bowers, Irving, TX eddieb@microsoft.com
Mountain (CO, WY, NE): Dan Shelley, Colorado Springs, CO dshelley@dddesign.com
West (SO.) (So CA, So NV, HI): Lawrence Kaufman, Indio, CA kaufman3d@gmail.com
West (NO.) (No CA, No NV): Mat Bergman, Richmond, CA matbergman@yahoo.com
Southwest (AZ, UT, NM): Tom Dory, Gilbert, AZ tdory@cox.net
Northwest (WA, OR, AK, MT, ID): Don Munsil, Kirkland, WA don@munsil.com
Europe: Alexander Klein, Stuttgart, Germany, +49 (711) 5208768-2 klein@stereoscopy.com
Canada East: Robert Wilson, Toronto, ON Canada rgwils@sympatico.ca
Canada West: Rolf Eipper, Vancouver, BC Canada rolfs-3d@telus.net

NSA Board of Directors
Directors

Officers

Lawrence Kaufman - Chairman

H. Lee Pratt, President

Alexander Klein

John Bueche, Vice President

Phyllis Maslin

Carol Bowers, Treasurer

William Moll

John Dennis, Stereo World Editor

Russell Norton

Michael Tubbe, Webmaster

H. Lee Pratt
Jeremy Rowe
Al Sieg
Leonard A. Walle
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Welcome to the 21st International
Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
World Congress
It is truly our honor to host the ISU biennial Congress again in the United States of America (USA.) This is the fourth trip
to the USA, as many times as the United Kingdom (UK) has hosted the Congress (a tie for the most hosts.) Even though
the majority of Congresses have been on the European continent, we’re happy that you have made the trip this year and
hope that your visit is an enjoyable one. I know many ISU members attend our annual National Stereoscopic Assn. (NSA)
convention (3D-Con) and I am happy to see you again this year. Please let us know, if there is anything you need while
you visit.
I am certain everyone is looking forward to this joint World Congress/3D-Con as much as I am. Stereoscopy, the ISU quarterly journal, has unfolded a little more information about the Congress with each issue. I am planning to see the largest
gathering we have seen for sometime. This is the best way to help promote the International camaraderie for which the
ISU World Congresses are known.
I really look forward to the annual NSA conventions and biennial ISU World Congresses, more for the interaction with
other attendees and the unique networking opportunities over all the 3D events which take place; including the amazing
speakers, informative presentations, enlightening workshops, Art Gallery, bustling Trade Fair and Spotlight Auction, to
name just a few activities. It is certainly always a great excuse for me to take lots of 3D pictures and see lots of great 3D
in all its forms.
Even though this Congress is ‘in my backyard,’ I plan to enjoy the sites on the outings and take time to enjoy the many different things to see in Southern California. The many different activities in the area is what sold me on moving here when
I first visited in 1982. I would get up early every day and take off to see another amazing attraction, arrive home late and
do it all again the next day. In fewer than six months, I had moved and made this area my home. Hopefully you can stay
long enough to visit the area or come back again soon.
As I prepare to turn the reigns of ISU Presidency over to Frank Lorenz, our current ISU Vice President, I must say that the
two years since the Busan Congress in 2015 have flown by. I know Frank is ready to take on the job and he will receive
all the support of the membership. If you are not an ISU member, please consider joining. If you are a member, please
continue spreading the word about the ISU and Stereoscopy. Show a copy of Stereoscopy around at your local meetings.
We are an association of volunteers and we rely on everyone donating some time and energy for us to continue to be
successful into the future.
Welcome to the 21st ISU World Congress, we are very happy that you are here in Irvine, California!
Lawrence Kaufman, ISU President
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ISU Country Representatives
Australia - Ray Moxon, isu@tpg.com.au
Austria - Hermine Raab, hermine.raab@chello.at
Belgium - Pierre Chantrenne, pic54rd@yahoo.fr
Brazil - Ciro Silva, ciroslv50@gmail.com
Canada - Rolf Eipper, rolfs-3d@telus.net
Croatia - Sasa Riemann, sasa.riemann@zg.t-com.hr
Czech Republic - Matěj Boháč, mbohac@volny.cz
Denmark - Lars Kofoed, l.h.kofoed@gmail.com
Finland - Sadi Sandell, sadisandell@yahoo.com
France - René Le Menn, lemennstereo@lemenn.fr
Germany - Alexander Klein,
ISU-German@stereoscopy.com
Greece - Marios Sergios Eliakis,
marios@royalstereo.com
Iceland - Iris Ólafsdóttir, iris@kulainventions.com
India - Anil V. Agashe, create3d@gmail.com
Iran - Dr. Shahrokh Dabiri, dabiri58@yahoo.com
Ireland - Alan Mahon, alanmahonalan@gmail.com
Israel -Dr. Yitzhak Weissman, itsikw@advisol.co.il
Italy - Daniele Capra, pandolo@libero.it
Japan - Takashi Sekitani, sekitani@stereoeye.jp
Mexico - Jorge Westendarp, ISU.Mexico@gmail.com

Netherlands - Dennis Boersma,
isu@stereofotografie.nl
New Zealand - Max Pow, m.pow@xtra.co.nz
Norway - Jan Robert Williamsen, jan.rw@online.no
People’s Republic of China - Chang Lee,
tj3d@tj3d.com
Poland - Borys Wasluk, bwasluk@stereos.com.pl
Russia - Nikolay Basov, basovnl@hotmail.com
Slovenia - Vlado Assejev, vovcek@siol.net
South Korea - SeungHyun Lee, shlee@kw.ac.kr
Spain - Rafel Bernis, rafelbernis@gmail.com
Sweden - Alf Bokgren, alf.bokgren@comhem.se
Switzerland - Stephan O’Neil, s.oneil@gmx.ch
Thailand - Patnara Malayaman,
malayaman@yahoo.com
Turkey - Seçkin Tercan, turkey_3d@yahoo.com
Ukraine - Mykola M. Kolesniko,
isu.ukraine@gmail.com
United Kingdom - Harry Atkinson,
myself@harry-at.demon.co.uk
United States - Terry Wilson, terry@terryfic.com
Other Countries - Alexander Klein
ISU@stereoscopy.com

ISU Board of Directors
Officers
Lawrence Kaufman, President
Frank Lorenz, Vice President
Alexander Klein, Treasurer
Bob Aldridge, Secretary
David Kuntz, Stereoscopy Editor
Steve Berezin, Congress Manager
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Committee
POSITION

NAME

Chairman/Congress Manager

Steve Berezin

Vice Chairman

David Kuntz

NSA Chairman

Lawrence Kaufman

ISU

Alexander Klein

Treasurer

Bill Moll

Website

Terry Wilson

Registrar

Barb Gauche

Exhibit Director

Donna Matthews

Art Gallery

J. Clair Dean

3D Space Exhibit, Video Content Projection

Eric Kurland

SSA Exhibit

Eugene Mitofsky

VR Chair

John Rupkalvis

Workshops & SIGS

Barry Rothstein

Projection Theatre

Ron Labbe

On-Site Competition

John Bueche

nVidia Competition

Paul Gauche

Tours

Mitch Walker

Banquet Manager

Anna Berezin

Spotlight Auction

John Waldsmith

Trade Fair

David Richardson

Stereo Card Publicity

Chuck Reincke

Social Media

Lawrence Kaufman

Printed and Digital Programs

Susanne Kerenyi

Facilities and Hotel

Mary Ann and Wolfgang Sell

LA3-D Club President

John Hart

Registration Helper

Gina Berezin

Registration Helper

Lena Johnson

Helper

Christopher Smith

Helper

Thomas Berezin

Helper

Jim Baternik

Helper

Jo Bennett
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Special Thanks!
We wish to acknowledge and thank the
following for their contributions to the
conference:
American Paper Optics, for their donation of ChromaDepth glasses and anaglyph
glasses for Stereo Theatre
James D. Van Eldik, for his generous donation of the “Civil War 3D” packages, consisting of nine stereoscopic images and
folding stereo viewer, which he produced
Lantor for their donation of 3D lenticular
images of One World Trade Center
Image 3D for their donation of View-Master Reels
Mitch Walker, for his donation of a $100
gift certificate for the winner of the
Knott’s Berry Farm Photo competition

nVidia, for their donation of prizes for the
showcase contest
Peter Wimmer, http://www.3dtv.at, for Full
Cinema Stereoscopic Player license for unlimited use at all future NSA conventions
3D Crave, for their donation of free certificates for streaming movies
Denis Kitchen and Charles Barnard for
their donation of the “Denis Kitchen’s 3-D
Chipboard Portfolio” collector card
David Kuntz and Carl Wilson for their images for the souvenir View-Master disk
Patrick Bouchard, Strong-MDI, for the use
of the Stereo Theatre screen; and
David Richardson, for downloadable content.

Barry Rothstein, for his donation of phantogram cards for the welcome packet

Amaze and delight your friends in 3D
with a vintage style Reel and Viewer from
Image3D, customized with your own
pictures and words. Build your reel online
with your 2D photos and include 3D text
and effects. Or, upload your 3D photography
for a fully immersive experience.

The
Johnnson Family
Extreme Vacation
2012

Go to IMAGE3D.COM or find us on
NSA 3D-Con,
2012 - Costa
Mesa,
California
Irvine,
California

As low
as $8

in larger quantities
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Shooting Orange County & Vicinity
On-site Image Competition

The Knott’s 3-D Photo Contest

Each person registered for 3D-Con may enter up to
4 stereo images in the 2017 NSA 3D Image Competition. Images are to be 2XGA digital stereo images in
JPG files. There will be a room set aside in the hotel
with materials, tools, and volunteers to assist with
digital file formatting.

There will be a $100 cash First Prize for the Knott’s
Berry Farm Photo Contest.

Prizes:
• 1st Place: $100
Rules:
Images must not have been taken before August 5,
2017.
Images must be acquired from locations within the
area of Los Angeles/Orange County, CA.
All images must be the original and sole work of the
entrant.
Each individual may enter no more than four (4) total
digital images.
All entries must be submitted to the Convention
Committee in the Image Prep Room room by Noon
on Saturday, August 12, 2017.

It is a subset of the On-site Competition to be judged
by NSA. There are hundreds of subjects to photograph in America’s oldest Western Theme Park. It
includes the excitement of an interactive mining and
Ghost Town complete with 1880’s steam train, and
stagecoaches that you can ride drawn by four live
horses. There is the Log Ride, Calico Mine Train into
the glory hole, saloon show with can-can dancers,
and a Hoedown in the Evening. There are also the
thrill rides like Silver Bullet and Ghost Rider wooden
Roller Coaster -- fastest, tallest, and longest west of
the Mississippi. A new ride is in 3-D called VOYAGE
TO THE IRON REEF. A new interactive arcade game
is also in 3D. There are hundreds of subjects to photograph. The park is open every day and contestants
can visit any time after their arrival at the convention
until the close of the competition.

Images must be accompanied by a completed official
entry form: http://www.3d-con.com/files/2017Onsite
ImageCompetitionEntryForm.pdf.
Digital File Specifications:
Digital stereo image files should be submitted as
JPEG files in side-by-side format arranged for parallel viewing. Optimum pixel dimensions for projection
will be posted in the Image Prep Room.

Don’t forget to stop at the Stere-O-Deon!
Easily recognized by its entrance, a “Stere-O-Deon” doorway styled in a manner suggesting the early 20th century
Nickel-O-Deon “traveling light” entrances, the 3-D Den is
a place where visitors can enjoy 3-D Stereo as it was in the
years before digital photography. The main room of the
den features exhibits of vintage film cameras, viewers, and
posters. In a second room of the den, visitors can watch periodic showings of classic View Master reels, displayed by a
special, rare, View Master Stereo Projector. And for those
who simply want to relax and enjoy a show, “Stereography
- A Fresher Portrayal” and vintage 3d Movies will be shown
in a third room of the Den (see schedule posted at the Registration and Hospitality Desk and at the Den).
3D-Con
- Irvine,
California
NSA
20122017
- Costa
Mesa,
California
3D-Con,
Irvine,
California
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Special Events
Saturday Night Premiere of
Chris Casady’s never before
seen: Industrial Light and Magic
1977 40th Anniversary Tribute to
STAR WARS Behind the Special
Effects
24 year old Animator and 3D photo hobbyist Chris
Casady documented his work environment back in
1977 skulking around ILM after midnight. Not realizing the film would be a smash hit but knowing the
models looked really cool, Chris made 3D portraits
of the props, the environment and fellow coworkers.
What remains is a casual, candid view of the production environment at ILM for a modest little “science
fiction film for children” that 20th Century Fox took a
gambled on.
See close-ups of the Rebel spaceships, the Millennium
Falcon, X-Wing and T.I.E. Fighters, Sand Crawler and
Luke’s Land speeder, stages, machine shop, props
and the Death Star. These images have never before
been seen in public. Premiered at 3D Con for the 40th
anniversary of the release of film that changed Hollywood and launched a franchise.Take a peek back to
1977 and behind the doors of ILM back in 1977 making
the Special Effects for Star Wars.

Also on Saturday night: Lucid
Dreamscapes - A Live 3-D
Performance by J-Walt
J-Walt is a director, interactive designer, filmmaker,
performer, graphic artist, music composer, and VR pioneer. For more than a quarter century, he has been
at the forefront of interactive art and computer performance, expanding the uses of computer animation
into uncharted territories. His Spontaneous Fantasia
performances combine aspects of animation, video
games, music, theater, dance and architecture into a
seamless new art form. He has performed for thrilled
audiences around the US as well as in Europe, Asia,
and South America.
“With my performances, I take literally the meaning
of the word ‘animation’: making images come to life.
I use my drawing skills to give directions to computer
programs I’ve written. I aim to capture the sensitivity of gesture, but I also use techniques which amplify
and augment the gestures. The wave of the arm or
the stroke of the pen is my foundation, but the effect
is much more. My creative process for these pieces is
to continually shift between painting, programming,
composing music, and performing. My goal is to create a wholly integrated experience for the eye, ear,
and mind.”

3D-Con,Irvine,
Irvine,California
California
3D-Con,
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Special Events

Friday Night Program Highlights
“Into Orchids,” a presentation by photographer James Comstock
James Comstock has been taking pictures for as long as he has been growing plants,
which is basically as long as he can remember. He attended California Institute of the
Arts where he studied film, which led to a film special effects business in Los Angeles.
Simultaneously, he worked at several nurseries, which led to one of his current activities: landscape design and contracting. His love for plants and photography were, not
surprisingly, joined from the beginning. And when he started experimenting with 3-D
photography in 1993, flowers were, of course, one of his first subjects.
Most of this presentation consists of close-up 3-D images of orchids and flowers from
many plants families. It provides a perspective (often from an insect’s point of view)
which illuminates the unique structures of each flower. This can either help us clarify in
our minds the functionality of the structures used in the pollination strategy of the plant, or dazzle and perplex
us when that functionality eludes us.
Jim has also been hybridizing clivias since 1986. This led him to Harold Koopowitz, an expert on flora from
South Africa, home of the clivias. Harold and Jim eventually decided to collaborate on the book Clivias (published in 2004 by Timber Press), with Jim providing the majority of the photographs. Harold is a noted figure in
orchid circles as well and introduced Jim to their fascinating universe. Jim’s camera has been open to orchids
ever since. He finds them ideal subjects for 3-D photography, and their huge diversity will provide him with
a near-infinite source of inspiration for a lifetime. He also does regular 2-D photography, and his 2D orchid
pictures appear frequently in Orchid Digest magazine, where the editors also humor Jim by providing a 3-D
feature page in each issue. He is currently in the beginning stages of producing a 3-D book on orchids.

“Life of Wheatstone” by Denis Pellerin
Photo historian Denis Pellerin will give a 3D talk on the birth and rise of the stereoscopic craze between 1832
and 1862, and on the prominent place held by King’s College London lecturer, Charles Wheatstone, in the history of 3D, then known as Stereoscopy. Professor Wheatstone was the first to demonstrate, using drawings and
an optical instrument that he designed and named the ‘stereoscope’, how binocular vision works. Work began
to demonstrate why most of us can see the world around us in three dimensions, and how, with only two flat
pictures, our brain can recreate the illusion of depth.
King’s College London Archives house an important collection of Wheatstone’s personal papers and material,
including over 90 large stereoscopic pairs that were made by various photographers from 1851 onwards, to be
viewed in Wheatstone’s reflecting instrument.
Denis Pellerin is a self-taught photo-historian with a passion for stereo photography. He has been researching and learning about the history of stereo photography for over 25 years and has written several articles and
books on the subject, both in French and in English. During his thirtieth year as a teacher, Denis had the good
fortune to meet and work with Dr. Brian May
before being hired by the latter as the curator
of his extensive photographic collection. Brian
May and Denis have now co-authored three
books together and are currently working on
a couple more publications while being also
deeply involved in the various activities of the
London Stereoscopic Society, re-created by
Brian May in 2008.
3D-Con, Irvine, California
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3-D SPACE Presentation of Award Winning Short Films
from the 13th Annual LA 3-D Movie Festival on Thursday
3-D SPACE is pleased to bring you a special screening of award winning short films from the 13th Annual
LA 3-D Movie Festival, which was held in December
of 2016. The 3-D Shorts Award winners were selected
by audience ballot and were presented to four recipients:
The Stereo Sisters Golden Mirror Award for Excellence in Student 3-D was presented to Shelby Merritt of the University of Texas - Austin’s 3-D program.
Her work entitled PIC tells the story of a young woman as she finds a mysterious camera in an odd shop,
with the power to transform her surroundings. The
short displays excellent use of color and composition
to create an internal perspective, and the 3-D was a
delightful compliment to that vantage point, showcasing both the diversely textured & cluttered junk
shop interior, as well as the beautiful rolling vistas of
Central Texas’ Hill Country.
Third Place went to LA Complex - Presenting Jim Barrett by Tom Koester & Frances Bohn. This half hour
documentary features LA artist Jim Barrett’s solo
exhibition at bG Gallery in Bergamot station in July
2016, including his massive 30-ft multi-panel work,
War Complex, which speaks to the heart and mind of
both the terror of war and the complexity of the human condition.
Second Place was awarded to HIDDEN WORLDS IN
3D by Robert Bloomberg. The film explains how and
why we see in 3-D, then takes the audience on an
amazing 3-D journey inside a snowflake, into space,
and through the human heart. Robert Bloomberg
was also the recipient of this year’s Ray Zone Award
for Excellence in 3-DIY. Named for festival co-founder
Ray “3-D” Zone, who passed away in 2012, the award
celebrates what Zone described as “fiercely independent do-it-yourself 3-D filmmaking.” Bloomberg
is a stereo photographer, filmmaker, musician and
graphic artist whose award-winning 3-D shows have
been presented worldwide.
The First Place Golden Ro-Man Trophy was presented to LITTLE RED DOT, written and directed by
Chanel Samson. This music video for an original song
by the band Chanel and the Circus is “a sweet little

song about waiting
to get your period
after not practicing safe sex” presented in the form
of a cabaret stage
show. The video features performances
filmed against a
green screen and
composited
into
backgrounds hand-painted by illustrator Katelyn McCarney.
In addition to these short films, the program will also
include The 57th Hollywood International Stereo Exhibition, a still photography contest sanctioned by
PSA (The Photographic Society of America). It is
open to everyone, whether or not they are members
of the PSA, and sponsored by LA 3-D Club. Assembled here are the best images together as judged by
a panel of respected 3-D exhibitors.
And we will close out the show with a special showing of the 1954 British 3-D film HARMONY LANE. In
August 2014, this lost 3-D film was discovered buried
deep in the vaults of the British Film Institute by the
3-D Film Archive’s Bob Furmanek. Directed by Lewis
Gilbert (as Byron Gill) and photographed by A.E. Jeakins in March 1953, it sat on the shelf until the end of
1954 when it was finally released flat. This delightful
27 minute short is like spending a night at the Palladium with several variety acts. They include dancing
by the Jack Billings Trio; a song by the Beverley Sisters; “Swan Lake” by Svetlana Beriosova and David
Paltenghi of the Sadler’s Wells Ballet; precision dancing by The Television Toppers and a comedy routine
with Dora Bryan and Max Bygraves. The orchestra
was directed by future Hammer Studios composer,
Philip Martell. The excellent stereo cinematography
was the work of Brian Smith. In 1951, he directed the
first live action British 3-D short in Technicolor, DISTANT THAMES/ROYAL RIVER which was a tremendous success at the Festival of Britain and the Edinburgh Film Festival. HARMONY LANE has never before been seen in its native 3-D.

3D-Con, Irvine, California
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Sunday Afternoon in Stereo Theatre
Captured Aural Phantasy Theater
combines the art, drama and comedy of a vintage radio program with
the live entertainment of a vaudeville variety show. Shows are built
around performances of vintage
pop culture gems, usually giving old
comic books a modern voice, along
with live sound fx, music and projected art. Shows also include short
acts, sultry singing, prizes, special
guests and live music.
Any pop culture nugget is ripe for
our interpretation, but our bread
and butter is giving old comic books a modern voice through dynamic performance. Conjuring the
Golden and Silver Ages of comics, tales teeming with romance, horror, and science-fiction, these stories are performed in the style of a live radio drama. The readings are accompanied by musical and visual interludes in a multi-media cabaret style performance. Marvel to actors as they bring retro stories
to life while you watch 3-D projections of the original comic artwork, listen to live sound effects, swoon
to sultry singing, take home fabulous door prizes, and thrill to many more live-action surprises! The talent never ends in a full afternoon of entertainment with Captured Aural Phantasy Theater!
Captured Aural Phantasy Theater is the ORIGINAL, live show built around radio show-style readings
of comic book stories. Across the country and throughout Los Angeles, multi-media, radio-style readings and performances have taken off, being featured recently on NPR and in the LA Times. Unlike the
others, OUR retro-influenced variety show features REAL cultural artifacts of post-war America interpreted for 21st Century audiences!

3D-Con, Irvine, California
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Special Events

Sunday Poolside Dive-In 3-D Movie - SEPTEMBER STORM

Join us outside at the pool for a special screening of the restored 1960 3-D feature film, SEPTEM BER STORM. This drama of treasure hunters exploring the Mediterranean Sea was the last
3-D picture filmed in the 1950s, and the first to be released in 3-D CinemaScope. Hoping to
impress New York model Joanne Dru, sailor Asher Dann borrows his boss’s boat; con men
Mark Stevens and Robert Strauss convince the couple to search for a fortune in sunken gold
coins. Director Byron Haskin is best known for the 1953 classic THE WAR OF THE WORLDS;
the script is by noir legend W. R. Burnett (THE ASPHALT JUNGLE, HIGH SIERRA). The
first feature to include color underwater 3-D footage, SEPTEM BER STORM was long considered lost until the original negative elements were located for this digital restoration by the 3-D
Film Archive and restored through the generosity of 3-D fans through a Kickstarter campaign
organized by 3-D SPACE. The program begins with the 3-D stop-motion animated short THE
ADV ENTURES OF SAM SPACE, which accompanied SEPTEM BER STORM on its original release
in 1960 under the title SPACE ATTACK.
3D-Con, Irvine, California
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Special Events

Don’t miss Eric Drysdale’s Midcentury Stereopanorama
Viewer Show!

For over 20 years, New-York-based writer and comedian Eric Drysdale has been collecting vintage Realist-format stereo slides. Since 2012, he has been sharing his collection in a series of “stereo salons,” in which small
groups get to see a cross-section of the best in mid-century stereo in high-quality viewers. He’s brought his
“Midcentury Stereopanorama” to hundreds of people in cities all over the country. For 3D-con 2017, he’ll talk
briefly about how the show came together and evolved, as well as his experiences sharing these incredible images. Then you’ll get your own chance to see highlights from his world-class collection in restored red-button
viewers. Each show is strictly limited to 12 attendees. You are welcome to bring your own realist-format viewer,
but that will not impact the number of people allowed to attend. 1.5 hours. Three shows: Friday, Saturday and
Sunday from 10:45 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. in the Think Tank. Sign up at the Registration desk. Maximum 12 attendees per show.
“If you’ve never attended one of Eric Drysdale’s unique Midcentury Stereopanorama shows I HIGHLY RECOMMEND IT!!! It’s a remarkable experience, with a taste of 3-D nostalgia you won’t find anywhere else. I could attend
his 3-D experience weekly if I could, so take advantage whenever you can. You won’t regret it.”
-Susan Pinsky, REEL-3D Enterprises
3D-Con, Irvine, California
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Special Events

Trade Fair Vendors
3D by Dr. T

Lee Pratt

3D Crave

Larry Moskovitz

3D Digital Photo

London Stereoscopic Company

3D Illusions

Lucid VR

Andrew Guzik

Mary Ann Collectibles

Antique Graphics

Michael Brown Optical Art, Inc.

Arizona!

Michael McEachern

Bathke's Colorado Collectibles

National Stereoscopic Association

Berezin Stereo Photography Products

Phil Nathanson

C. A. S. Photography

Photographic Society of America, 3D Division

Carl Mautz Vintage Photo

Ross Curtis

Civil War in 3D

STEREOeYe

de Wijs apparatenbouw

Stereographia

Dragon's Treasure

Stereoview.com

Image3D, LLC

Tule River Trading Company

Jeffrey Kraus Antique Photographics

TwinScope

Kamin's Moment in Time

University Press of New England/UNH Press

Ken Rosen's Antique Stereoviews

Vintage Photo.com

LA3D Club

Western Image

Trade Fair

The 3D-Con Trade Fair is the ultimate stereo photography marketplace. You will see the entire stereo spectrum
with many tables containing stereo cards, vintage viewers and cameras, View-Master items, modern film and
digital cameras and viewers, mounting supplies, computer solutions, lenticular displays, contemporary stereo
photography, books, DVDs, and many other goods and services. The Trade Fair will be open on Saturday and
Sunday only. Location: Salon C/E. Trade Show hours: 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Saturday and 10:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. on Sunday.

Art Gallery
This year sees the 11th edition of the NSA Art Gallery. This exhibit is open to all stereo artists looking for a place
to show their work at NSA in an essentially non-competitive setting -- the exception being the “Artist’s Choice
Award”, bestowed on one Gallery exhibitor by their fellow exhibiting artists. We encourage new approaches to
3D art, experimental efforts, you name it, we will consider it. This exhibition has an exciting and unexpected air
thanks in part to its self-sustaining and forming nature. The size and content of the exhibit is driven by the folks
that submit and the space and facilities made available at the conference venue. This year we have at least
eight artists exhibiting, maybe more as each year we have some surprise on-site entries. Location: Salon D.
3D-Con, Irvine, California
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Activities
MEAL EVENTS

Tickets for all banquets and meals
are open to everyone. You do not
need to be a registered Convention
attendee to participate. Tickets
may be purchased at Registration.

SSA Dinner
Thursday, August 10, 6:00 pm
Saddleback
The Stereoscopic Society of America Dinner features an Italianstyle buffet that includes: Roma
Tomato Bisque, Caprese Salad,
Chop Chop Salad, Parmesan-Garlic Bread Sticks, Chicken Picatta,
Capers, Olives, Lemon-Chicken
Jus/Saffron Risotto “Milanese;”
House Made Beef Meat Balls, Crimini Mushrooms, Chianti-Tomato
Ragout; cheese tortellini/alfredo,
parmesan cheese, roasted zucchini
& peppers. Tiramisu.

NSA Banquet
Saturday, August 12, 2017
Saddleback, Trabuco, Terraces
4:30 - 5:30 pm - Cocktail Hour
5:30 pm - Banquet
smoked bbq pulled pork/buttermilk fried chicken/grilled tri-tip
w/red wine jus, iceberg lettuce/
sprouts, candied nuts, creamy blue
cheese dressing, rotelli pasta salad/grilled summer squash, asparagus, toasted pine nuts, basil dressing, cole slaw/potato buns/roasted
potatoes/whiskey baked beans/
grilled & roasted vegetables/white
cheddar mac & cheese/corn bread.
Apple cobbler/vanilla ice cream.

NSA President’s Breakfast
Sunday, August 13, 9:00 am
Patio
Continental breakfast, including assorted pasties & breakfast
breads, fruit, juice & coffee. This
a chance to discuss the goings on
in the NSA with the current NSA
president and interact with others.
3D-Con 2017 - Irvine, California
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Activities

Convention Excursions

EXCURSION #1
Tuesday, August 8, Leave at 9:30 am, return 3:30 pm
Knott’s Berry Farm
Departs at 9:30 am; pm approximate return. $125 includes admission, breakfast, bus ride
There will be a special prize of a $100 gift card to the winner of the on-site competition special category of
“Knotts Berry Farm Photos”. The theme park sits on the site of a former berry farm established by Walter and
Cordelia Knott, with their family, beginning around 1920. The Knott family sold berries, berry preserves, and
pies from a roadside stand along State Route 39. In 1934, the Knotts began selling fried chicken dinners in a tea
room on the property, and the Knotts built several shops and other attractions to entertain visitors. Cordelia
Knott’s efforts in the Mrs. Knott’s Chicken Dinner Restaurant were essential to putting Knott’s Berry Farm on
the map, and the ensuing crowds prompted the creation of even more tourist attractions. In 1940, Walter Knott
began constructing a replica Ghost Town on the property. Knott added several other attractions over the years.
In 1983, Knott’s Berry Farm added Camp Snoopy, which began the park’s present-day association with the
Peanuts characters. NO Tripods

EXCURSION #2
Wednesday, August 9
Orange County Fair
Departs at 11:30 am; 4:30 pm approximate return. $35 includes admission, bus ride
The Orange County Fair is a 23-day annual fair that is held every summer at the OC Fair & Event Center in Costa
Mesa, California. Among the fair’s various exhibits: Ice Museum featuring spectacular works of art rendered
entirely from ice, to charming displays of antiques, miniatures, toys, and accessories, to photography, wine
making, and even a pig race. There are traditional staples like cooking contests, arts and crafts, and a myriad
of horses, cattle, goats, sheep, turkeys, pigs, dogs and rabbits and the youth of the Future Farmers of America
and 4H who raised them. But if that’s not enough, the OC Fair’s carnival is designed for a multitude of electrifying thrills, featuring an updated 100-ft. Ferris Wheel ride, the hair-raising Chaos, the Viper, Tilt-A-Whirl, and the
classic Zipper. Explore the Gourmet world of various deep fried items from Oreo Cookies to Dill pickles, munch
on whole Turkey legs and enjoy fresh home made lemonade. Photography okay, but NO tripods.

EXCURSION #3
Richard Nixon Burial Site and Library
Departs 12:30 pm; 3:30 pm approximate return. $42 includes admission, docent-led tour & bus ride
Excellent historical birthplace and museum run as a NHS, enjoy a 2 hour docent led tour on the anniversary of
his resignation. The Richard Nixon Presidential Library and Museum is the presidential library and final resting
place of Richard Milhous Nixon, the 37th President of the United States, and his wife Pat Nixon. Located in
Yorba Linda, California, the library is one of 14 administered by the National Archives and Records Administration. The 9-acre campus is located in Yorba Linda and incorporates the Richard Nixon Birthplace, a National
Historic Landmark where Nixon was born in 1913 and spent his childhood. The Library has recently completed
a $15 million renovation. The new Library features nearly 70 new major exhibits, including an exact replica of
President Nixon’s Oval Office and an extensive exhibit on Nixon’s historic trip to China. 30 unique multi-media
experiences, 11 original films, 12 custom digital interactives, 10 curated archival film sequences, more than 600
photographs, 8,000 square feet of wall murals and more than 300 artifacts covers that covers from the beginnings of Nixon’s political career all the way to the White House and his fall from grace with the Watergate.
Photography (no professional), but no tripods.
3D-Con 2017 - Irvine, California
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Activities

Convention Excursions (continued)

EXCURSION #4
Monday, August 14
Warner Bros. Studio Tour
Departure 8:30 am; return approximately 5:00 pm. $105 includes admission, tour and bus ride.
Located in Burbank, the Warner Bros. Studio Tour offers an inside tour of the sets and soundstages used in a
variety of classic Hollywood movies and shows, including Casablanca, Batman, Friends, The Big Bang Theory
and Pretty Little Liars. Guests can enjoy being taken around a 110-acre backlot, visiting the prop department,
the picture car vault. We will leave Irvine Hotel about 8:30 AM. At 10 AM, we arrive at the LA Cathedral. At 11,
we depart for Burbank and Warner Bros., where a cafeteria will be available. The two-hour tour will begin about
1:30 PM. Only restrictions are no video, tripods or photography when asked not to do so in certain location of
the lot. Photography, but no tripods.

NSA Spotlight Auction
The NSA Spotlight Auction is one of the largest 3D-related auctions in the world. Members and non-members
consign 3D views and equipment (modern and vintage) for the annual NSA Spotlight Auction on Friday evening. Viewing begins at 5:30 PM in the Theater (Workshops Room), followed by the auction at 6:30 PM.

See us at the Trade Fair!

3D Glasses and Projector Filters
Polarized (Circular and Linear)
Anaglyph
Chromadepth
Plastic, Metal, Paper

3D Screens
Rear Projection
Front Projection
Tripod

Shooting

Loreo 3D Attachments
(Convert your DSLR to a 3D
Camera!)
Twin Camera Bars
Slide Bars

3D Books
Stereo Cards
3D DVDs
3D Blu-ray's
View-Master Reels

3D-Con 2017 - Irvine, California

3D Viewers
Computer Viewing
Owl Viewer
Slide Viewers
Classic and Low Cost Stereoscopes

21686 Abedul
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
949 215 1554
Fax 949 581 3982
www.berezin.com
3d@berezin.com
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Activities

August in Orange County
Bowers Museum

2002 N. Main St., Santa Ana, CA
Admission $15, www.bowers.org
Current Exhibits:
• California Bounty: Image and Identity 1850-1930
•

Stark Beauty: The Photography of Edward
Weston

•

Frank Lloyd Wright: Architecture of the Interior

Hilbert Museum of
California Art

167 N. Atchison St., Orange, CA
Admission Free
www.hilbertmuseum.org
Current Exhibits:
• Out of the West
•

Disney Production Art

•

Golden Dreams: The Immigrant Vision of
California

The Irvine Museum

18881 Von Karman Ave.
Irvine, CA 92612
Admission Free
www.irvinemuseum.org
Current Exhibit:
• Dusk till Dawn

Pageant of the Masters “The Grand Tour”
Laguna Beach Festival of the Arts
650 Laguna Canyon Rd.
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
Admission $15 - $230
www.foapom.com

PBob Gurr’s Disney History Trail Bus Tour

Sunday, August 20, 2017
A magical half-day journey through a bygone era, hosted by
Disney Legend and Imagineer.
Admission $89, www.waltland.com

3D-Con 2017 - Irvine, California
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3D-CON 2018 IS COMING TO CLEVELAND!!
COME JOIN US JULY 17TH – 23RD
AT THE EMBASSY SUITES IN INDEPENDENCE, OHIO
5800 ROCKSIDE WOODS BLVD N, INDEPENDENCE OH 44131
PHONE: (216) 986-9900 FAX: (216) 986-9901

COME SATISFY YOUR 3D CRAVINGS WITH WORKSHOPS, STEREO THEATER, ART GALLERY,
EXHIBITS, IMAGE COMPETITIONS, ROOM HOPPING, AUCTION, AND TRADE FAIR. 3D
ENTHUSIASTS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD WILL BE IN ATTENDANCE SHARING THEIR VAST
KNOWLEDGE AND LOVE OF ALL THINGS STEREOSCOPIC.

WHETHER YOU ARE A BEGINNER OR

EXPERT, OR EVEN SOMEWHERE IN BETWEEN, YOU WILL FIND PROGRAMS TO ENJOY AND HELP
YOU REACH YOUR 3D GOALS.

WE

COME MAKE NEW FRIENDS OR RE-CONNECT WITH OLD ONES.

LO O K FO RW ARD TO SEEIN G YO U IN

C LEVELAN D !!

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT THE 3D-CON WEBSITE AT:
3D-Con, Irvine, California

WWW.3D-CON.COM
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Stereo Theater
3D-CON’s 3-D Theater brings you 5 days of incredible videos, slideshows, and panel discussions designed to
entertain, inform, awe, and inspire. The Stereo Theater will feature high-resolution state-of-the-art digital projection and will present an eclectic mix of first-rate programs encompassing an immense range of subjects and
techniques. Location: Salon A/B. This listing is in order shown.

Wednesday, August 9
8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Redneck Olympics
Max Alexander
The Redneck Olympics (now
called the Redneck Games after
lawyers for the real Olympics
sent a letter) is held every summer in rural Maine and features
world-class sporting events like
toilet-seat horseshoes, bobbing
for pig's knuckles, watermelon
seed spitting, mud pit bellyflops,
wet t-shirt contest, “armpit serenade,” and racing pickup trucks
and ATVs in a mud course. These
pictures were taken at the games
in 2013. The soundtrack is “Monsters of the Id” by Mose Allison.

MicroScapes
John Hart
Growing microscopic crystals by
cooling mixtures of organic liquids.

Momizi
Asakura Hideyuki
A goldfish yokai (monster) ”Momiji” is a story that helps girls’
ghosts.

Vienna 5th Stereo Photo
Contest 2017
Hermine Raab
Acceptances and winners, formatted by Hermine Raab (Austria).

Allan Griffin Tribute
Ray Moxom
3D Photography of a Master Stereographer from Sydney, Australia.

Fascinating and Colorful
Venice
Hannes Wirth
A wonderful trip to one of the
most impressive cities in the
world.

Mirror Mirror
Dan Gosch
How did he do it?.

Stereo Babylon
John Lovell
Recent work by John Lovell.

Anitya – Impermanence
Ikuo Nakamura
An visual essay with original music by Hayes Greenfield, filmed
in Africa, Asia, India, Tokyo, and
Brooklyn, human activities in urban city and remote village
where beautiful tribe people living, which hard to visit and film
even today.

Uyuni Salt and Rust
Pierre Meindre
Uyuni in Bolivia is famous for its
huge salt flat but also for its spectacular Train Cemetery.

Antarctica’s Weddell Seals
Mary Lynn Price
A brief introduction to Weddell
seals, the southernmost mammals on Earth.

A Distant Notion
D. Carlton Bright
A collage of 3D imagery of a loose
narrative in a natural cycle.

3D-Con 2017 - Irvine, California

Thursday, August 10
1:30 - 2:45 p.m.
Life Over/Under
John Hart
An alternate geometry of nature
and some reflections on reality.

Mind the Gap
Karel Beta
What is this space between a man
and a woman, and how many
people can you fit in there?

Synchronized Walking Narita-San
Masuji Suto
Time-lapse video.

Family
Hans Peter Stemmler
A very short (surprise) story.

Molly the Steam Engine
Buehlmann-Stalder
A little steam engine has been rebuild and went on a great special
journey.

Paradox (recorded live)
Ikuo Nakamura
Extraction #2, Live recording
from Minimus 3D Arkestra, July
22, 2015 in New York City.

Cherry Blossoms in Washington DC
Jan Wesselik
Washington DC in April... sequence of cherry blossom views.

Cow Cow Boogie
Mark Brennen
Rodeo events action.
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Stereo Theater
Chicago
Roland de Raeve
Stereo images from 1999.

Liquid Art Photography:
The Hole Series
Jack Long
I construct sets and apparatus to
create liquid sculptural events.
They occur in just a fraction of a
second and are captured photographically. This series incorporates a flowing liquid table top
with a central flared opening
through which darkened water
flows. The void allows me to
place fountains within, in order
to create my liquid events. The
series includes a large spiraling
fountain with smaller companion fountains all interacting and
combining to create wondrous
and colorful liquid compositions.
At times the results seem rather
chaotic, however my primary
goal is to achieve results that are
visually compelling.

Tjark in the Kingdom of the
Unicorn

Thursday, August 10
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Thursday, August 10
8:00 - 10:00 p.m.

Demented Dancing
Doohickies

Retrospective

Steve Segal

Segovia

57th Hollywood International Exhibition

Chris Casady
His Segovia doodle is made entirely in Adobe Flash software.

PIC

Drift
Claudia Kunin
An exploration into the subconscious mind of a person straddling
the worlds of life and death, animated from still photographs.

Go FANS Go
Russ Gager
The historic World Series win
in 2016 by the Chicago Cubs
baseball team after 108 years is
viewed in the context of its longsuffering fans.

A Soap Film
John Hart
A short rock soap opera of sorts.

Hermann Miller
The Friesian horse Tjark is moving free and wild, in the fairy-tale
forests in Brothers Grimm homeland, near the city of Kassel, Germany.

Castles of Loire Valley

Fireworks at Salem Yacht
Club

Søren Hertz-Christensen
A collection of my underwater
photos from the last 20 years of
scubadiving.

Mark Wilke
The launching of a professional
fireworks show with hyperstereo
coverage of the sky.

¡Viva Cubano!
Rob Jaczko
Exploring life and death in Havana 2017.

Rome 3D
Harper Alexander

Robert Bloomberg

Frank Lorenz
There are 400 castles in the Loire
Valley. This show takes you on a
tour of nine of them.

Amazing Underwater World

Amsterdam by Night
Roland de Raeve
Stereo images from 1999.

Cordon “Miou” Festival

LA 3-D Club
Shelby Merritt
The story of a young woman as
she finds a mysterious camera in
an odd shop, with the power to
transform her surroundings.

LA Complex – Presenting
Jim Barrett
Tom Koester & Frances Bohn
This documentary features LA
artist Jim Barrett’s solo exhibition
at bG Gallery in Bergamot station
in July 2016, including his massive 30-ft multi-panel work, War
Complex, which speaks to the
heart and mind of both the terror
of war and the complexity of the
human condition.

Hidden Worlds in 3D
Robert Bloomberg
The film explains how and why
we see in 3-D, then takes the
audience on an amazing 3-D
journey inside a snowflake, into
space, and through the human
heart.

Little Red Dot
Chanel Samson
This music video for an original
song by the band Chanel and the
Circus is “a sweet little song about
waiting to get your period after
not practicing safe sex.”

Pierre Meindre
A yearly traditional Napoleon’s
soldiers defile in a small village of
the French Alps..
3D-Con 2017 - Irvine, California
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Stereo Theater
Harmony Lane

Water Water Everywhere

Pseudo

Lewis Gilbert
Special showing of the 1954
British 3-D film. In August 2014,
this lost 3-D film was discovered
buried deep in the vaults of the
British Film Institute by the 3-D
Film Archive’s Bob Furmanek.
Directed by Lewis Gilbert (as
Byron Gill) and photographed by
A.E. Jeakins in March 1953, it sat
on the shelf until the end of 1954
when it was finally released flat.

Mary Paul
A walk near the London river in
Berkshire, England, observing the
flooding and it’s effects.

Takashi Sekitani
The world of inside out.

Friday, August 11
1:30 - 3:00 p.m.
ISU 2019 Lübeck Germany
Frank Lorenz

3D-Con 2018 Cleveland Ohio
Jay Horowitz
Come to NSA in Cleveland next
year!

From Great Depths 3D
Andrew Woods
A contemplative exploration of
two WWII deep-water shipwrecks
- the Australian HMAS Sydney II
and German HSK Kormoran.

Myanmar 3D
Ender Enon
A 3D photo-documentary about
Myanmar and people.

PSA ISCC 2016-17
Ray Moxom
An award winners show from the
latest PSA Inter-Club competition.

Three Dimensions of Nature
Jan Wesselink
Sequence of macro orchid and
other blossoms.

Rams Head Range
Mark Brennen
Landscape.

Manhattan 3D
Tom Rywick
A 3D tribute to Woody Allen’s
1979 film.

Haikus Volume One
D. Carlton Bright
Each Haiku is approximately one
minute long, presenting a puzzle/
mystery.

The Face of Gentrification
Ron Kriesel
Documentary exposé of Gentrification in Portland, Oregon (complementary exhibit in Gallery).

Wonders of Nature in
Yellowstone
Buehlmann-Stalder
Discovering wonders of nature
and a few animals during our
vacation in Yellowstone National
Park.

Friday, August 11
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Morpheos Reflected
John Hart
Evolution of IFS and Flame Fractals with mirror symmetry.

Pendulum (recorded live)
Ikuo Nakamura
Extraction #3 Live recording from
Minimus 3D Arkestra, July 22,
2015 in New York City.

The Not Event in a Not
Place

Silverman

Mark Willke
A humorous look at a silver statue that has a secret.

Slovenia
Frank Lorenz
Impressions from the ISU Congress 2013 in Slovenia.

Impressions of South Korea
Stephen O’Neil
These images were taken in 2015,
on the way to the (last) ISU World
Congress in Busan (SK).

The Kitchen Sink
Dwight Cummings

On the Rails: Montauk
E. James Smith
Join host E. James Smith as he
escapes the chaos of midtown
Manhattan on a train to Montauk
and climbs the historic lighthouse that was commissioned by
George Washington in the 1790s.
The location also housed Theodore Roosevelt and the Rough
Riders and was visited by President McKinley.

Lichen Close Up
Jack Mazatko
After shooting 3D for decades,
the toys we have to play with
now seem incredible. Digital
microscope and focus stacking
technology now make possible
spectacular depth of field and
stereo views of the microscopic
world never before available to
the amateur photographer.

Sylvain Arnoux
15 artists made performances in
a lost old building in the historical
center of Romans.
3D-Con 2017 - Irvine, California
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Stereo Theater
Springtime in Holland

Butterflies

Søren Hertz-Christensen
Tourists enjoying the 7,000,000
tulips in the Keukenhof flower
park.

Ray Moxom
Shots of butterflies all taken with
a Lumix micro 4/3 camera and a
modified Lumix 3D lens.

Giants of the Upper Midwest

Flowers in 3D

Martin Schub
Supersized roadside statues of
people and animals in the Upper
Midwest of the USA.

Nancy Moxom
Flower images shot with a single
SLR camera.

Anapji Pond Jigsaw

Peter Weiler
Photos from the 2015 ISU Congress in Busan, South Korean.

Job van de Groep
Anapji Pond is a beautiful temple
/palace complex in South Korea.
(photographed during the ISU
congress in Busan, 2015).

Friday, August 11
8:30 - 9:00 p.m.
Into Orchids

Busan

Stephen O’Neil

68th Annual Lighthouse
Show

The 3-D Comic Book Show
Captured Aural Phantasy Theater
(see page 11)

On-Site Competition

Stephen O’Neil

Melody Steele

ISU Club Folio: Codes 18a,
18b, 18c

Sunday, August 13
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.

ISU Club Folio: Codes 19a,
19b, 19c, 19d

Friday, August 11
9:00 - 10:30 p.m.

Saturday, August 12
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.

J-Walt
A live 3D performance (see page
8)

Sunday, August 13
2:30 - 3:30 p.m.

Inside KBS Korea

Denis Pellerin
Charles Wheatstone and the early
years of the stereoscope (see
page 9).

Lucid Dreamscapes

Saturday, August 12
3:00 - 4:00 p.m.

James Comstock
Close-up 3-D images of orchids
and flowers from many plants
families. It provides a perspective (often from an insect’s point
of view) which illuminates the
unique structures of each flower
(see page 9).

Life of Wheatstone

Saturday, August 12
9:00 - 10:00 p.m.

(see page 7)

Alaric Hamacher and
Lee SeungHyun
Short 3D tour of South Koreas
public broadcaster and TV drama
producer.

3D Pirates of the Columbia
Sea

Saturday, August 12
4:00 - 4:30 p.m.
nVidia Showcase

Saturday, August 12
8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Star Wars
Chris Casady
Take a peek back to 1977 and
behind the doors of ILM back in
1977 making the Special Effects
for Star Wars (see page 8)

Chicago Stereo Camera Club
3D-Con 2017 - Irvine, California
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3-D SPACE: The Center For Stereoscopic Photography, Art, Cinema, and Education
is a Los Angeles based 501(c)3 nonprofit dedicated to the preservation of the history of stereoscopic imaging and the advancement of current and future 3-D arts
and sciences. 3-D SPACE has implemented an ongoing program of public presentations, classes and workshops in stereoscopic 3-D content creation, from 3-D photography and filmmaking to immersive virtual reality. 3-D SPACE plans to open a
facility that will include a 3-D history museum, contemporary gallery, theater, and
classroom. While there is no permanent facility right now, 3-D SPACE will be very
active at the joint National Sterescopic Association convention/International Stereoscopic Union Congress, bringing items from our collection to display. We’ll be
exhibiting artifacts ranging from Victorian stereo viewers to holograms from the
20th and 21st centuries, the Natural Vision camera rig used to shoot House Of Wax
in 1953, and the latest in virtual reality.
3-D SPACE will also be providing special programming in the 3-D Theater, which
will feature Award winning films from the 13th Annual LA 3-D Movie Festival, the
57th Hollywood International Exhibition of Stereo Photography, The lost British 3-D short HARMONY LANE (1954), and a poolside screening of the 3-D feature film SEPTEMBER STORM (1960), plus a number of live presentations including
Chris Casady’s never-before-seen behind the scenes 3-D photos from STAR WARS,
multimedia artist J-Walt’s interactive 3-D show LUCID DREAMSCAPES, and a 3-D
COMIC BOOK SHOW from Captured Aural Phantasy Theater.
www.3-DSPACE.org
3D-Con,
Irvine,
California
3D-Con,
Irvine,
California
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Workshops
The room locations for all workshops are in eiter the Theater or Trabuco rooms by day

WEDNESDAY, 8/9
Stereo Composition
George Themelis
9:00 a.m. (Theater)
Have you ever wondered why
some photographs are more
appealing than others? Using
modern cameras today almost
everyone can take sharp & wellexposed pictures. With a little
care one can have a good depth
range and produce a technically
good stereo picture. But it can
be a picture that lacks interest
or appeal. Having a good subject
matter helps, and so does having
good composition. Good composition, i.e. arrangement of the different elements in a photograph
in a way that is pleasing to the
eye, can improve even ordinary
subjects. This will be the subject
of this workshop.

Macro/Close-up Stereo
Photography
George Themelis
10:00 a.m. (Theater)
We will discuss the challenges in
taking close ups and macro 3d
pictures and practical ways to
do so. This includes: 1) Normal
stereo camera or twin cameras,
2) Close-up stereo camera, 3)
Stereo camera with attachment,
4) 3D lenses or lens attachments
for single cameras, 5) Two cameras and mirror (beamsplitter), 6)
Single camera and shift.

Stereoscopic Optical Illusions
Jay Horowitz
10:00 a.m. (Trabuco)
Optical illusions are not only fun,
but can reveal much about how
the eye and brain process visual
information. And while stereo vi-

sion is, itself, a remarkable optical
illusion, there are many illusions
that are unique to stereoscopy.
This workshop explores a variety
of well-known and surprisingly
different illusions that challenge
what you think you know about
seeing with two eyes.

So Why are we all Here at
3D-Con?
Lee Pratt
Noon (Theater)
This workshop is a welcome to
all attendees for our week of
festivities. We will meet each
other and review many of the 3D
interests that have brought us
together. If you are a 3D collector,
photographer, presenter, exhibitor, competitor, author, inventor,
manufacturer, dealer, user, preservationist, or viewer of 3D technology, be prepared to indicate
all your interests. If your spouse
or parents made you come, we
want you too!

THURSDAY, 8/10
Stereo Photo Maker Beginner
David Starkman
8:00 a.m. (Theater)
Stereo Photo Maker is the premiere FREE program for adjusting, cropping, fixing, printing
and viewing digital stereo pairs
(taken with Fuji W3 or Lumix 3D1
scanned stereo pairs). If you are
new to this program, or want to
brush up on the basics, this is the
workshop for you. For advanced
features attend the advances
SPM workshop, not this one.
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So You Want to Collect
Stereo Views?
John Waldsmith
8:00 a.m. (Trabuco)
A talk about how to collect stereoviews. What to Collect? What
is good and what is at lesser interest to collectors. I will tell how I
started.

Stereo Photo Maker Intermediate
Steve Berezin and David Kuntz
9:00 a.m. (Theater)
An overview of various features
of StereoPhoto Maker, such as
gray scale conversions, advanced
batch cropping, clone tool and
other features you probably were
not aware that this amazing free
program offered. Learn how
to give your images that extra
punch and vigor that will gain you
a point in any stereo exhibition
or stop your friends from turning
away from your slide shows before they are finished.  

COSIMA
Gerhard P. Herbig
10:00 a.m. (Trabuco)
COSIMA (“COrrect Stereo IMages
Automatically”) is a fully automated correction and mounting software for stereo images
and 3D videos. COSIMA was
the world’s first program that
enabled the fully automatic correction of stereo images and
videos and has been on the market since 2004.This workshop
will give comprehensive insights
into the work with COSIMA and
demonstrates its most impressive
features. During the workshop,
some typical working examples
will be given: some simple ones
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for beginners and more sophisticated ones to show the latest
additions and advanced features
of COSIMA. Take the opportunity
and meet Gerhard P. Herbig, the
author of COSIMA.

Stereo with Twin Samsung
NX1000 Cameras

Michael Brown
10:00 a.m. (Theater)
Personal computers and inkjet
printers make it possible for enthusiasts to make 3D lenticular
prints at home. This programs
provides information on the photographic techniques, software,
and equipment used to make 3D
lenticular pictures.  

George Themelis
8:00 a.m. (Theater)
The Samsung NX1000 cameras
work well as a twin rig for stereo
photography. They are compact,
synchronize well and can get as
close as 68mm in the z-configuration. In this workshop we will
discuss the following topics:
• Advantages of the NX1000 for
twin camera stereo
• Mounting the cameras’
• Connecting/Firing the cameras
• Synchronization and use of flash
• Choice of lenses
• Samsung NX1000 vs. Fuji and
other stereo camera systems

Coloring Stereocards

Using Flash in Stereo

3D Lenticulars - Tools &
Techniques

David Richardson
10:00 a.m. (Trabuco)
David Richardson, the author of
“Restoring and Tinting vingage
images” will demonstrate techniques to restore and colorize
your old stereo cards to look like
new. Participants will also receive
a link to download a free copy of
Photoshop CS2.

FRIDAY, 8/11
Phantogram Headshot
Opportunity
Barry Rothstein
8:00 a.m. (Trabuco)
Phantogram headshots are weird
and fun. During this workshop
those wanting to be shot can be,
on a first-come first-serve basis.
Participants will get the digital
files to work themselves. Technique for working the files will be
the next day at the Making Phantograms workshop

George Themelis
9:00 a.m. (Theater)
Electronic flash has is a useful
source of extra light under low
available light situations, but it
is also used to improve outdoor
lighting, balance ambient light,
freeze motion, darken the background, and generally control
the light. In this workshop we
will explain the basic principles
of electronic flash photography
and the special challenges in using electronic flash with 1) single
camera stereo 2) the Fuji stereo
camera, 3) twin digital cameras.
We will also discuss different flash
units and special techniques, like
bounce flash, stroboscopic flash,
multiple flash, etc.

Making Stereocards the Easy
Way
David Kuntz
9:00 a.m. (Trabuco)
Stereo cards are a great way to
share your digitally captured 3-D
images with others, and, using
StereoPhoto Maker, they’re eas3D-Con 2017 - Irvine, California

ier to produce than ever before.
This workshop covers the entire
stereo card production process
from photography, through artwork creation in SPM, and all way
through to printing and mounting
your cards.

Using Different Lenses in
Stereo
George Themelis
10:00 a.m. (Theater)
The lens, once the king of the
photographic process, has been
relegated to second class citizen
with today’s digital cameras.
Many stereo photographers do
not know, or care, what the focal
length or aperture of their lenses
is. In this workshop we will discuss
the role of the lens in stereo photography, and stereo photography using lenses of extreme focal
length (fisheye, telephoto) and
also fast lenses (lenses with large
maximum aperture).

2D to 3D Conversions
Ted Whitten
10:00 a.m. (Trabuco)
A discussion of why we do 2D-3D
conversion, and in introduction to
some of the methods employed
and how you can become involved and learn more.

SATURDAY, 8/12
New Prototype 3D Cell
Phone Demo
Peter Sinclair
8:00 a.m. (Trabuco)
2 new 3D cell phones will be
demo’d. One is designed by Allen
Lo and has a built in 3D camera as
well as lenticular viewing screen.
The other is made By Mopic and
is a plastic cover that goes over
existing cell phones to turn them
into 3D viewers.
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COSIMA
Gerhard P. Herbig
8:00 a.m. (Theater)
(see description page 24)

Action Cam 3D Video
John Hart (CO)
9:00 a.m. (Theater)
Video sports cameras for 3D. Emphasis of GoPro, but others like
YI4K will be discussed. Mounting,
synchronization, optical properties, frame rates, stereo bases,
etc. Processing the output files.
Resync (if needed), alignment,
and Editing for a short program.
Fun with some “accessories”
(gimbals, jib-crane, drone, paraglider).

3D Adobe Aftereffects
Pad McLaughlin
10:00 a.m. (Theater)
This workshop will be a intro
to After Effects and how it can
be used it to create 3D shows.
I will be explaining how I set up
projects to create movies from
stills or video. I will be explaining
import / export, keyframing, subcomps, masking and workflow.
I also hope to touch on a recent
plug-in called Evil Twin that looks
like it might be very helpful.

Making Phantograms
Barry Rothstein
11:00 a.m. (Theater)
A hands on workshop trying to
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get you to consider what makes
up a phantogram and how to
shoot and process them. Please
bring your camera, whether 2D
or stereo, so you can shoot some
at the workshop and later work
them on your own.

Using the ViewMaster
Database
Ryan Dumont
11:00 a.m. (Trabuco)
The View-Master Database is a
new website for collectors, established in April, 2016. we will talk
about the development, demonstrate how to use it, and discuss
potential new features.
.
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3D-Con 2017 Event Schedule
Purple text indicates Stereo Theater events
Orange text indicates Workshops
Blue text indicates SIG Meetings

All Day		

Room Hopping

Monday, August 7 (Pre-Convention)

7:00 - 5:00 pm		

Registration (in front of Pelican 		
Hill)

8:00 - 9:00 am		

NSA Regional Directors (Think 		
Tank)

8:00 - 9:00 am 		

Stereo Photo Maker - Beginner 		
(Theater)

8:00 - 9:00 am		

So you want to Collect Stereo 		
Views (Trabuco)

9:00 - 10:00 am
		

Stereo Photo Maker Intermediate (Theater)

9:00 - 10:00 am

COSIMA (Trabuco)

Thursday, August 10

3:00 - 6:00 pm

Registration (in front of Pelican 		
Hill)

All day		

Room Hopping

Tuesday, August 8
8:30 - 10:00 pm
3:00 - 6:00 pm 		

Registration (in front of Pelican
Hill)

9:30 - 3:30 pm		
		

Excursion #1, Knott’s Berry Farm
(Valet entrance near eats)

7:00 - 8:30 pm		

ISU Meeting #1

All day		

Room Hopping

10:00 - 11:00 am 3D Lenticulars - Tools and
		 Techniques (Theater)

Wednesday, August 9

10:00 - 11:00 am Coloring Stereo Cards (Trabuco)

7:30 - 5:00 pm		
7:00 - 8:00 pm 		

Registration (in front of Pelican
Hill)

1:30 - 2:45 pm		
3:00 - 5:00 pm

Stereo Theatre (Salon A/B)

8:00 - 9:30 am		

ISU Meeting #2 Country and Club
Rep Meeting (Saddleback)

6:00 - 8:00 pm		

SSA Dinner, Women in 3D 		
Presentation (Saddleback)

9:00 - 10:00 am

Stereo Composition 			
(Theater)

8:00 - 10:00 pm
		

Stereo Theatre (Salon A/B)
(see schedule)

9:00 - 12:00 pm

SSA PSA Card Judging

Friday, August 11

10:00 - 11:00 am Macro/Close-Up Stereo
Photography (Theater)

7:00 - 5:00 pm		

Registration (in front of Pelican 		
Hill)

10:00 - 11:00 am Stereoscopic Optical Illusions
(Trabuco)

8:00 - 9:00 am		

Phantogram Headshot 			
Opportunity (Trabuco)

11:30 - 4:30 pm

Excursion #2: Orange County Fair
(Valet entrance near eats)

8:00 - 9:00 am		

Stereo w/Twin Samsung NX1000
cameras (Theater)

12:00 - 1:00 am

So Why are we all Here at 3D-		
Con? (Theater)

9:00 - 10:00 am

Using Flash in Stereo (Theater)

12:30 - 3:30 pm

Excursion #3 Nixon Library
(Valet entrance near eats)

9:00 - 10:00 am

Making Stereocards the Easy Way
(Trabuco)

9:00 - 4:00 pm		

VR Show and Tell (Saddleback)

		

1:00 - 2:00 pm

3-D Movie Makers (Theater)

2:00 - 3:00 pm

First Timers (Theater)

10:00 - 11:00 am Using Different Lenses in Stereo 		
(Theater)

4:30 - 5:30 pm

SSA (Theater)

10:00 - 11:00 am 2D to 3D Conversions (Trabuco)

6:00 - 7:30 pm

ISU Council Meeting #3 			
(Saddleback)

10:00 - 6:00 pm

3-D Space Display (Salon D)

8–10:30 pm		Stereo Theater: Opening Night		
Program (see page schedule)

10:00 - 6:00 pm

Art Gallery (Salon D)

10:00 - 6:00 pm

Card Display (Salon D)
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10:45 - 12:15 pm

Eric Drysdale ‘s Midcentury 		
Stereopanorama Viewer Show 		
(Think Tank) - maximum 12
		attendees

12:00 - 1:00 pm

Medium Format Shooters 		
(Trabuco)

12:00 - 1:00 pm

VR (Theater)

1:00 - 2:30 pm		
		

Stereo Theatre (Salon A/B)
(see schedule)

3:00 - 4:00 pm		
		

Stereo Theatre (Salon A/B)
(see schedule)

4:00 - 4:30 pm		
		

Stereo Theatre (Salon A/B)
(see schedule)

4:30 - 5:30 pm		

Cocktail Hour (Saddleback & 		
Trabuco)

5:30 - 7:30 pm		

Banquet BBQ Buffet (Saddleback,
Trabuco and Terraces)

8:30 - 9:00 pm		 Stereo Theatre (Salon A/B)
		
Into Orchids, James Comstock

8:00 - 11:00 pm
		

Stereo Theatre (Salon A/B)
(see schedule)

9:00 - 10:30 pm Stereo Theatre (Salon A/B)
		
Life of Wheatstone, Denis Pellerin

Sunday, August 13

11:00 - 12:30 pm

VR Roundtable (Theater)

12:30 - 1:30 pm		

Lenticular DIY (Theater)

1:30 - 3:00 pm		
3:15 - 5:00 pm		

Stereo Theatre (Salon A/B)
(see schedule)

5:00 - 6:00 pm		

Artists’ Reception (next to		
Gallery)

5:30 - 6:30 pm		

Auction Preview (Theater)

6:30 - 8:00 pm		

Vintage (Theater)

6:30 - 8:45 pm		

Spotlight Auction (Theater)

8:30 - 1:00 pm		

Registration (in front of Pelican 		
Hill)

Registration (in front of Pelican 		
Hill)

9:00 - 11:00 am

President’s Breakfast (Patio)

10:00 - 2:00 pm

Trade Fair (Salon C/E)

8:00 - 9:00 am		

New Prototype 3D Cell Phone 		
Demo (Trabuco)

10:45 - 12:15 pm

8:00 - 9:00 am		

COSIMA (Theater)

9:00 - 10:00 am

Action Cam 3D Video (Thater)

Eric Drysdale ‘s Midcentury 		
Stereopanorama Viewer Show 		
(Think Tank) - maximum 12 		
attendees

9:00 - 4:00 pm		

Trade Fair (Salon C/E)

1:00 - 1:45 pm		

9:00 - 12:00 pm

On-Site Competition Entry 		
Submission (Pelican Bay)

ISU Meeting #4 Incoming Board 		
(Think Tank)

1:00 - 3:30 pm		
		

Stereo Theatre (Salon A/B)
(see schedule)

3:00 - 5:00 pm		

On Demand Playhouse (Theater)

9:00 - 11:00 pm

3D Poolside Theatre - September 		
Storm (Lawn Area)

Saturday, August 12
7:30 - 4:00 pm		

10:00 - 11:00 am 3D Adobe AfterEffects
		(Thater)
9:00 - 11:00 am

APEC/DESC (Trabuco)

10:00 - 6:00 pm

3-D Space Display (Salon D)

10:00 - 6:00 pm

Art Gallery (Salon D)

Monday, August 14

10:00 - 6:00 pm

Card Display (Salon D)

10:00 - 6:00 pm

VR Exhibits (Salon D)

8:30 - 5:00 pm		
		

10:45 - 12:15 pm

Eric Drysdale ‘s Midcentury 		
Stereopanorama Viewer Show 		
(Think Tank) - maximum 12 		
attendees

Excursion #4 Warner Brothers
Studio and Cathedral (Valet 		
entrance near Eats)

11:00 - 12:00 am Making Phantograms (Theater)
11:00 - 12:00 am Using the ViewMaster Database 		
(Trabuco)
3D-Con, Irvine, California
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Special Interest Groups
These meetings are an opportunity to discuss various aspects of 3D with other individuals with similar interests.
They range from informal discussions to formal meetings. Please refer to the Pocket Guide for meeting times
and places. All convention attendees are welcome to attend any session. Listed by meeting dates.

WEDNESDAY, 8/9

THURSDAY, 8/10

3-D Movie Makers

3D Phones and Tablets

(CA) John Hart
1:00 p.m. (Theater)
Interested in making 3-D movies
or are you currently making 3-D
movies. Come discuss with individuals who have made several
Do-it-yourself (DIY) films.

Andrea Shetley
12:30 p.m. (Trabuco)
We will discuss and show 3D
phones (for viewing and/or photographing) and tablets, including hardware, apps, and viewers.
We also will discuss how to make
3D images on your regular smartphone. Bring your phone and/or
tablet (with images loaded) and/
or viewer to show! This is an open
discussion format to share information, tips, and images.

First Timers
Scott Ressler
2:00 p.m. (Theater)
Is this your first 3D-Con or are
you and old pro and want to mentor a ‘newbie?’ If you are new to
3-D, stereo photography or NSA
conventions this is a good place
to come to find answers to your
questions.

Stereoscopic Society of
America (SSA) Meeting
David Kuntz
4:30 p.m. (Theater)
The annual meeting of the SSA,
the original American Postal Folio
Exchange Group for Stereo Photography. The SSA promotes the
art of stereoscopic photography
by sponsoring stereoscopic image
folios. SSA Members are encouraged to attend, other individuals
interested in being a member or
just want to know what the SSA
does are welcome.

View-Master
Wolfgang & Mary Ann Sell
12:30 p.m. (Theater)
History of View-Master Show: A
special digital presentation prepared by Wolfgang and Mary
Ann Sell. Meet other VM collectors and fans, enjoy the history of
View-Master, get your questions
answered and find out about the
latest news in the View-Master
world.

FRIDAY, 8/11
Lenticular DIY
Michael Brown
12:30 p.m. (Theater)
For lenticular makers and people
interested in making their own
lenticulars. This is separate from
his workshop.
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Vintage
Ron Labbe
6:30 p.m. (Theater)
Sign up in advance or just drop by,
bring a stereo-slide viewer and
slides or enjoy other people’s old
images. This annual get-together
has people sharing and selling
stereo slides.

SATURDAY, 8/12
APEC/DSEC
9:00 a.m. (Trabuco)
APEC (Amateur Photographic Exchange Club) and DESC are two
groups dedicated to creating and
exchanging stereo cards in both
modern and traditional formats.
Come and share your views or
check out others.

Medium Format Shooters
Linda Nygren
12:00 p.m. (Trabuco)
If you create medium format stereo views, or would like to talk
to those who do. We’ll be talking
about challenges, techniques,
tips, and hints. This free-for-all
may involve image sharing or
equipment show and tell; this is a
tech & talk meeting.

VR
12:00 p.m. (Theater)
For viewing and taking 3D VR images. Immersive.
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Who's Who
The NSA convention is a major project requiring extensive planning and hard work by the convention committee. But all that planning and work would be worthless without the contributions of the many talented members of the NSA who contribute their time to produce workshops, create shows for the theater and exhibit their
art in the exhibits and competitions. This section of the program book puts faces on all those people who are so
important to the success of the convention.
Key to Symbols:

( Committee,  Stereo Theater, A Workshop

Harper Alexander 
Harper Alexander is a Los Angeles-based cinematographer
who specializes in visual effects-oriented narrative, commercial and music video content. His work on the 2014 film
Starlight received the Heritage Award from the prestigious
American Society of Cinematographers. An avid 3D enthusiast, Alexander can rarely be found without his trusty Stereo
Realist by his side. Visit www.harperalexander.com to see
what heís been working on lately.

Max Alexander 
Max Alexander (ME) is an author and journalist who has been
practicing 3D still photography since 1979. His work has been
exhibited at the Rhode Island School of Design Museum, the
Visual Studies Workshop in Rochester, Bostonís Museum of
Science and many galleries. He lives in mid-coast Maine and
misses Kodachrome.

Sylvain Arnoux 
Sylvain Arnoux (France) 56 years old, stereoscopist for 35
years. When I don’t draw in 3D with stereograph, I take
photos with a “Fuji Real 3D Fine Pix W3.” My slide show,
with rapid fade-in - fade-out was made with “MAGIX Video
Deluxe 2013 Plus”.

Karel Bata 
Karel Bata (UK) is a filmmaker and light artist working predominantly with Stereo 3D, both on-screen and in large immersive arts installations. He is the director of London 3D
Film Festival. Films previously screened at 3D-Con:/’Later
In The restaurant’/ and /’Happy When It Rains’/. http://projection.art.

3D-Con 2017 - Irvine, California
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Anna Berezin (
3D Con 2017 Banquet Chair Anna Berezin lives in Mission Viejo, California. She is a relative new-comer and participant
in the LA 3D Club, but has been involved in the 3D business
as the chief ‘go-fer’ assistant of Berezin Stereo Photography
Products since the company was founded about 20 years
ago. She balances that with a day job as a pediatric Occupational Therapist and her family. Favorite photographic subjects are the great outdoors and chronicling vacation travels.

Steve Berezin (
Steve has been into stereo photography since seeing a stereocard exhibition at the Getty Museum over 20 years ago.
After photographing Carlsbad Caverns with slow Kodachrome film using the camera Steve was forced to design
his own viewer to view the severely under-exposed photographs. Using the viewer design he started his own company Berezin Stereo Photography Products in 1998 to produce
the viewers. Now Berezin Stereo offers all sorts of products
for stereo photography, video and 3D computer imaging.
Steve served as president of the LA3DClub from 2000-2002.

Robert Bloomberg 
Robert Received his MA in cinematography from San Francisco State University and produced several award-winning
films before being lured into the exciting world of 3D. Taking
his first stereo photograph in 1980, he as been a 3D Johnny
Appleseed ever since. His work has been shown at the San
Francisco Exploratorium, Oakland Art Museum and the LaMaMa Theater in NYC. Music has always been his first love
and he composes and performs most of the soundtracks for
his shows.

Mark Brennan 
Mark Brennen (Australia) has been involved in 3D photography and a member of the Sydney Stereo Camera Club
for about 10 years. For the past few years he has been the
Competitions Director for the SSCC, and has had success
within our club competitions and the ëSouthern Cross International Competitioní, where he has also been a judge
on numerous occasions. Within the club he produced many
3D slideshows which he enjoys doing.

D. Carlton Bright 
D. Carlton Bright (Brooklyn, NY) is a visual artist specializing
in video and the Stereoptical arts. Mr. Bright studied Film
and Cinema but began his artistic activities as a sculptor
and photographer. In 1978 he began experiments with Stereographic or 3D imagery, creating an extensive library of
still photographs using pairs of modified two SX-70 Polaroid
cameras. In 2003, he began experimenting with the revolutionary “digital” format and has a vast and ever-growing
library of Stereoptical stills and videos.
3D-Con 2017 - Irvine, California
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Michael Brown 
Michael Brown is an independent artist who works from
his home-based studio in Antioch, Illinois. Using a self-developed lenticular printmaking process, he creates kinetic,
and/or 3D imagery using his own original photography and
cinematography as source material. Michael travels the
country throughout the year exhibiting his optical art at
shows across America. He is represented on the east coast
by Memories Gallery on Cape Cod.

.John Bueche (
John resides in Avon Lake, Ohio. John started out as a collector of everything related to stereo photography, past
and present. He has held several positions in the Ohio Stereo Photographic Society and is currently the club’s Vice
President. John’s involvement with the NSA includes 2010
and 2013 Convention Co-Chair as well as his new role as
President. John now devotes more time to stereo photography than collecting.

Buehlmann-Stalder 
Sam Buehlmann (Switzerland) works as a engineer on the
Swiss Federal Railway. His favorites to drive are the old
steam locomotives. In his spare time he helps maintain &
rebuild the historical engines. About 30 years ago he got an
infection of 3D. 3 years ago he met Margreth Stalder, who
worked as a receptionist. About 30 years ago she discovered the hobby of making videos about nature and steam
engines. Together they make 3D video. Technical questions
are solved by Sam, the creation of a video is made by Margreth.

Chris Casady 
Chris Casady (CA) is a retired Hollywood effects animator and has been a 3D photo hobbyist since High School.
Combining his knowledge of animation and 3D he’s been
experimenting since the two forms became easier in the
digital age using Adobe Flash software. Passionate about
“visual music” Chris has returned to kinetic music illustrations which he explored while attending film school at
Cal-Arts. His historic Star Wars slides will be featured at the
keynote after the banquet.

James Comstock 
James Comstock has been taking pictures for as long as he
has been growing plants, which is basically as long as he
can remember. He attended California Institute of the Arts
where he studied film, which led to a film special effects
business in L.A. Simultaneously, he worked at several nurseries, which led to one of his current activities: landscape
design and contracting. His love for plants and photography
were, not surprisingly, joined from the beginning. And when
he started experimenting with 3-D photography in 1993,
flowers were, of course, one of his first subjects.
3D-Con 2017 - Irvine, California
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Dwight Cummings 
Dwight Cummings (1932-2016) was a fine stereographer,
supporter of NSA and ISU, and a great friend to many of us.

Roland De Raeve 
Roland de Raeve (Netherlands) joined the “NVvS,” the
Dutch Association for Stereophotography in 1995. He is a retired physicist since 2000 and in 2008 became Vice President
of the Association. ISU presentations of shows in Gmunden
2009, Egmond 2011, Ljubljana 2013, Busan 2015. Some of
his pictures were published in “Stereoscopy” Number 97, Issue 1.2014.

J. Clair Dean (
Clair is this year’s 3D-Con Art Gallery Director. Based in
Portland, OR, she is a keen stereo photographer and past
NSA award winner. She is past president of the Cascade
Stereoscopic Club and a member of the LA 3D Club. She is
an archaeological and ethnographic conservator who travels the U.S. and the world working on the preservation and
protection of cultural heritage.

Eric Drysdale
For over 20 years, New-York-based writer and comedian Eric
Drysdale has been collecting vintage Realist-format stereo
slides. Since 2012, he has been sharing his collection in a series of “stereo salons,” in which small groups get to see a
cross-section of the best in mid-century stereo in high-quality viewers. He’s brought his “Midcentury Stereopanorama”
to hundreds of people in cities all over the country.

Ryan Dumont A
Ryan is a View-Master collector and freelance web developer. He has worked in various information technology capacities for over twenty years. He lives in Massachusetts with
his family.

3D-Con 2017 - Irvine, California
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Ender Enon 
Ender Enon is a mechanical engineer, born in Turkey 1943.
Interested in 3D when 15 year old with self made primitive
systems then restarted with digital ones after a very long
break from 2005 until today. Since then he was very active
as a 3d enthusiast in this country making over 30 stereo
projections or anaglyph exhibitions in very different environments: Schools, photography clubs, shopping malls,
streets, galleries, cultural centers etc. Also fond of travel,
having visited more than 50 countries, and shot some dozen
in 3D format.

Russ Gager 
Russ Gager (Chicago, IL) is a co-president of the Chicago
Stereo Camera Club (CSCC) with his wife Pat. They live
close enough to Wrigley Field in Chicago to hear the cheers
when the Cubs win. They have presented shows at previous
NSAs on the mountains, Paris, hot air ballooning in Japan,
canyons and the Chicago Cows on Parade. This is Russ’ first
digital show, made possible by CSCC club member Tom
Stremlau’s sound and video work.

Barbara Gauche (
Barbara lives in Macomb Township, Michigan. She adopted
stereo photography as a hobby 12 years ago, and has enjoyed success in club competitions as a member of both
the Detroit and Ohio Stereo Clubs. She was President of
DSS for 7 years and is the new President of the OSPS. She
served on the 2008 and 2010-2017 NSA Convention committees as the Registration Chair, Co-Chaired the 2010 and
2013 NSA Conventions and is the Co-Chair for the 2018 3DCon in Cleveland Ohio.

Dan Gosch 
Dan Gosch (Franklin, MA) is a painter and stereo photographer who has lived and worked in Southern New England
for over 50 years. He has a strong Rhode Island connection
where many residents know him from his dead rock star
portraits at Lupoís Heartbreak Hotel and the Met and the
murals at the popular and now defunct bar and restaurant,
Leoís. His paintings are in numerous private collections
and the original artwork for the last seen on TV Missionary
Pope, resides in the Vatican.

Alaric Hamacher 
Alaric Hamacher graduated in directing and production
from the Munich Film Academy. He started a company specialized on stereoscopic 3D productions and directed 3D on
many commercials and corporate movies (e.g. Mercedes
Benz). He also served as Lead Stereographer on movies.
Alaric Hamacher is currently professor for 3D Contents and
VR/AR at the Kwangwoon University in Seoul. He was technical director and part of the organizing team of the ISU
Congress 2015 in Busan, Korea.
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John Hart (CO) 
John is a stereo photographer and filmmaker from Boulder,
Colorado. Starting in 1998 his efforts in 3D focused on adventure sports like canyoneering, rock climbing, and whitewater kayaking. His work has appeared in numerous scientific journals and on the covers of Science, Microscopy Today,
and Stereo World. His 3D films have won first place awards
at SPIEE, the LA3D & New Media film festivals, and several
NSA conventions. His current interests are super-hyper 3D
timelapses and producing mind-bending digitally-altered
3D’s from videos shot natively from moving platforms.

Gerhard P. Herbig A
Since the mid-80s, Gerhard P. Herbig has been a member
of the ISU and the DGS (German Society for Stereoscopy).
Together with his wife, he started his stereoscopic career
by producing several 3D-shows and later on, he constructed
some analog macro cameras. The COSIMA software has
been continually developed and improved for over 13 years
to meet the requirements of stereo-photographers worldwide. He was awarded the German “Raumbildpreis” by the
DGS in 2006 and the prize for the “Best PC Stereoscopic
Utility” by the ISU in 2009.

Søren Hertz-Christensen 
Søren Hertz-Christensen (Denmark) is 71 years of age, is a
Doublebass player, member of the Danisk National Sinfony
Orchester of South Jutland for 43 years, now retired. Stereo
Photographer since 1980.

Asakura Hideyuki 
(JAPAN) Since turning 60 years old, 3D underwater photography became difficult, so I challenged CG animation.
My film addresses social problems happening in Japan
now with my child’s eyes. A yokai (ghost) is a mysterious
existence that is not an animal or a plant that has been
conveyed by folktales and traditions since ancient times in
Japan.

Jay Horowitz 
Before retiring after 25 years as a scientific visualization specialist for NASA, I mixed my interest in all things 3D from
computer generated imagery of complex data to interactive
simulations in virtual reality. I used people’s fascination with
3D to promote NASA and educate groups ranging from preschoolers to politicians. Back in 1998 and looking for new
3D display technology for NASA, I attended the NSA Convention in Richmond, VA, and became totally hooked on 3D
photography. For the past 6 years I served as President of
the Ohio Stereo club -- a damn fine group of talented folks.
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Rob Jaczko 
Avid stereographer (and an original DEPTHMAN), recording
engineer (former staff engineer at A&M Studio Hollywood),
and audio educator (Music Production Chair at Berklee),
Rob Jaczko combines his interests in art, science, and travel
in his 3D productions.

Susanne Kerenyi (
Susanne Kerenyi (Pasadena, CA) is an amateur photographer and lover of photography, both 2D and 3D, art, architecture and music. She is a member of the LA 3D Club (former editor of the Club’s monthly 3D News), NSA and ISU.

Tom Koester 
Tom Koester is a long-time veteran of the film and TV industries. A member of the LA 3D Club, he made his first
3D video in 2004 Plane Fancy. Subsequently, Koester has
produced several NSA award-winning 3D shorts: The Towers of Simon Rodia (2006), The Ennis House (2007), Slow
Glass (2007), Whatever Happened to Ro-Man? (2009) and
Nature’s Secret Mysteries (2010). Tom co-produced The
Charlatan (2012), as well as handling camera, stereography, editing and VFX chores.

Ron Kriesel 
I took snapshots when I was about 12 years old. It took 28
years for me to discover stereoscopy. I’ve pursued the 3D
photo hobby since 1983. I became more serious when a half
dozen stereographers (including myself) in Portland, Oregon founded the Cascade Stereoscopic Club in 1994. I’ve
learned that strict rules for stereoscopy are best followed
fairly closely for strong depth effect.

Claudia Kunin 
Claudia Kunin (LA,CA) launched her career as a photographer in 1976 when she was first published in Rolling Stone
magazine. After thirty years as a successful commercial
photographer, Claudia retired to pursue her career as an
artist. Claudia’s work is in the permanent collections of the
Smithsonian, the Getty Research Institute, and the Museum of Photographic Arts. Her archive will be housed in the
Smithsonian Institute’s Museum of American History’s Photographic Collection.
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David Kuntz (A
David Kuntz started in 3D photography with a Stereo Realist camera in 1978, and has been an active member of the
LA 3D Club (Stereo Club of Southern California) since 1980.
Today, he shoots digital 3D with a variety of twin camera
rigs. His work, which has won numerous awards in international competitions, often involves digitally manipulated
and computer generated imagery. David is also General
Secretary of the Stereoscopic Society of America (SSA) and
serves as editor for Stereoscopy, the publication of the International Stereoscopic Union. .

Eric Kurland (
Eric Kurland is an award-winning independent filmmaker,
past president of the LA 3-D Club, Director of the LA 3-D
Movie Festival, and CEO of 3-D SPACE: The Center for
Stereoscopic Photography, Art, Cinema, and Education.
Operating out of a Secret Underground Lair in Los Angeles,
he specializes in 3-DIY (do-it-yourself 3-D) and consults on
every stage of 3-D production and postproduction, from
development through exhibition. He sometimes wears a
gorilla suit and space helmet.

Ron Labbe (
Ron is the owner/operator of Studio3D in Maynard, Massachusetts. His credit list includes contributions to dozens of
3D books, videos, slide-shows, and 3D art exhibits. His company is universally at the forefront of both the artistic and
the technical side of stereoscopy, and his work has received
many awards and citations. Ron maintains a world-class
collection of stereoscopic imaging equipment, images, and
literature, with an emphasis on stereo slide photography of
the 1950s to ’70s. He is a fellow of the NSA.

SeungHyun Lee 
SeungHyun Lee is a professor in the Department of Holography and 3D Contents of KwangWoon University, Seoul,
Korea. He is an expert in ISO/TC 172/SC9. His research fields
are in 3D contents, 3D display, and holography. He worked
as Senior researcher for ETRI. He is the Chairman of the
Korean 3D Film festival 3D KIFF. As President of the International Stereoscopic Union he hosted the ISU Congress in
2015 in Busan, Korea.

Jack Long 
Jack Long (WI). While there is a lot of technical aspects to
the work, my goal is to always strive to create visually intriguing photography. As an experienced photographer, the
quality of light and form are extremely important in bringing out the characteristics and shapes of the fluids.
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Frank Lorenz 
Frank Lorenz (Germany) has been a stereo 3D enthusiast
since 2009. What started with the eager consumption of
any 3D movie that came into theaters, was soon not enough
and the Fuji W1 arrived just in time, so that he could take
stereoscopic pictures of his own. Frank is mainly interested
in travel photography, usually of cities. He enjoys meeting with other stereo enthusiasts, joined the ISU and is a
member of the national stereo clubs in Germany, England,
France and the US. Since 2016, he has been the president of
the German Society for Stereoscopy (DGS).

John Lovell 
John Lovell (LA, CA) lived in North Hollywood in the 1940s
& Palo Alto in the 50s, which landed him in boarding school
in a remote Massachusetts village. He worked my way
through college making architectural models for Lou Kahn
and Robert Venturi and washing a lot of dishes. The claymation film he made in 1964 almost got him kicked out of college and by the 70s John was a model maker at the toy company Hasbro. In 1980 Dan Gosch showed him a Kodachrome
stereo he had taken with a Stereo Realist, and the instant
he looked into the viewer, it was - as they say- all she wrote.

Pad McLaughlin A
Pad McLaughlin works as a freelance editor / motion graphics artist & cinematographer. He has a degree in Film Production, served as president of SCSC, and has been working
in digital media since the late 1980’s.
He currently lives in San Rafael, CA.

Pierre Meindre 
Pierre Miendre (FRANCE) enjoys 3D photography, taking
a pictures and afterwards marveling at the depth one can
experience with stereoscopy. Pierre likes bringing back 3D
pictures from distant locations like Bolivia or from his home
region in the French Alps.

Shelby Merritt 
Shelby Merritt is a recent college graduate from the University of Texas. She earned her degree in Radio, Television,
and Film, and continues to use that knowledge working at
a post production company in Austin. She has a strong passion for 3D and the use of color to tell stories, and hopes
to have the opportunity to shoot another stereoscopic film
one day.
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Hermann Miller 
Hermann Miller (Germany) has done stereophotography
since his youth and is now also filming in 3D. He produces
3D-shows and documentaries for museums and visitor
centers. He was 3D stereoscopic supervisor for the movie
“Robin Hood, Ghosts of Sherwood 3D,” a German-American
independent production. In the new movie “The Way of the
Horses 3D” all main characters are horses, and a co-producer is still needed, to finish and distribute it.

Nancy Moxom 
NANCY MOXOM (Australia) has been involved in Stereo
photography since the early 1980s. She has been successful
in international 3D slide and electronic exhibitions and has
won a number of ëBest of Showí awards. Nancy is also involved in organising 3D club and inter-club activities for the
Sydney Stereo Camera Club.

Ray Moxom 
RAY MOXOM (Australia) has been involved in 3D photography and administration since the late 1970s and is a past
president of the International Stereoscopic Union. He competes in inter-national 3D exhibitions (sometimes successfully) and is a prolific writer on contemporary and historical
3D photography topics.

Ikuo Nakamura 
Ikuo Nakamura (Brooklyn, NY) is a Holography artist, 3D
film director, photographer, and sculptor of light. He learned
cutting edge holography techniques at the New York Holographic Laboratory, after he studied physics at Tokyo University of Science and moved to New York in the early 1980s.
He has won many awards for both holographic imaging and
stereoscopic filmmaking. www.hololab.com

Stephen O’Neil 
(Switzerland) I started my stereo photography journey back
in 1992. Since then I have tried most aspects of 3D photography. As the Swiss rep for the ISU, I have travelled to
all ISU congresses since Eastbourne 1993. I was President
of the Swiss Society for Stereoscopy for 20 years as well as
ISU President. I helped initiate the ISU Club Online Digital
Exchange (CODE), started in 2008, twice a year I produce
showcase AV-shows containing images from (presently) 25
clubs affiliated to the ISU. The latest round of the CODE will
be projected here at Irvine.
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Mary Paul 
I am a long time member of NSA and ISU and have attended many of their conventions. When I moved to the UK in
2003 I joined the Stereoscopic Society, am now their Membership Secretary. Although I had early 3D experience as a
child with Viewmaster reels it wasn’t until around 1995 that
I started to create “cha-cha” stereoviews. Originally from
Pennsylvania, I now live in Wokingham, UK with husband
Harry Atkinson who I met at my 2D camera club while he
was working in the US. We were both doing cha-chas. We
are a “stereo pair.”

Denis Pellerin
Denis Pellerin is a self-taught photo-historian with a passion
for stereo photography. He was bitten by the stereo bug
while visiting a relative and chanced upon a stack of stereo
cards. When he put one of these photos into a crossbow-like
instrument he literally stepped into one of the rooms of the
Tuileries Palace in Paris, over a century after it was burnt to
the ground. Denis has been researching &learning about
the history of stereo photography for over 25 years and has
written several articles and books on the subject, both in
French and in English.

Lee Pratt (
Lee Pratt was born in Texas. He lives in Alabama and is a retired physicist and electronics engineer. Lee is a long-time
member of NSA, ISU, SSA, the LA 3D Club, PSA, and other
photo organizations. He is President of NSA, Chairman of
the 3D Division of PSA, is an Honorary PSA member and has
a PSA Master 9 level in exhibiting 3D photography. He is a
3D collector, photographer, writer, and exhibiter of images.
His favorite photographic subjects are scenic landscape areas unspoiled by human interference.
Mary Lynn Price 
Mary Lynn Price (La Jolla, CA) is a videographer, video editor,
stereographer, and pioneering video podcaster. She creates
short form videos for education institutions, science and
news organizations, scuba adventure and shark diving operations, film festivals, and art galleries. She has deployed
to Antarctica 4 times as part of the U.S. Antarctica Program
to produce short video science stories. In 2017-2018, she will
continue to create science education & outreach materials
for Weddell seal population ecology project. www.WeddellSealScience.com.
Chuck Reincke (
Chuck Reincke has been a stereo card collector/seller for 35+
years. He is well known to convention card buyers, having
attended the conventions for 30+ years with only a couple
of misses. This is the fourth time he has handled the NSA
convention advertising - the other three were the conventions in Newport Beach 2012 and the two held in Riverside,
California. He is retiring this year.
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David Richardson (A
David has been collecting vintage stereo cards since he was
17. He has always been fascinated with American history
and the Civil War in particular. In 2009, he began working
on restoring and tinting (coloring) vintage stereo cards from
the Library of Congress, the National Archives and other
sources. David has restored and tinted more than 200 stereo images. He has been able to combine his passion for
vintage stereo images with his interest in the Civil War.

Barry Rothstein (A
Barry Rothstein has been producing 3-D imagery since
2003 and is best known for his photographic phantograms.
He has published five books of 3-D imagery and regularly
teaches his techniques at NSA and ISU events, as well as
Maker Faire and in his southern California locality.

Tom Rywick 
TOM RYWICK (Buffalo, NY) is a retired social psychologist,
now an amateur photographer who is enjoying retirement
mainly with 3d projects. This is his fifth NSA and ISU presentation.

Chanel Samson 
Chanel Samson, director & songwriter of ‘Little Red Dot’ is
an LA girl living in cultured England. She loves using music
to help the world around her and give people something to
relate to. Chanel recently decided to dip her toes into the
wonderful world of 3D with masters Eric Kurland and Shannon Benna leading the way. Chanel hopes to put you in the
mindset of a cabaret show with the witty lyrics, drawn backgrounds, and visual immersion.

Steve Segal 
For 10 years Steve Segal (CA) ran a studio that made commercials, educational films & independent short films. In
1984 he moved to Hollywood where he animated a CG character for a soft drink commercial. Then used an early computer program to plan scenes for the Disney feature The
Brave Little Toaster. He worked as an animator and cartoon
curator for PeeWee’s Playhouse. At Pixar he animated on
“Toy Story” and “A Bug’s Life”, The 3D theme park attraction It’s Tough to be a Bug, and the short film Geri’s Game.
He has been teaching animation for over 40 years.
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Takashi Sekitani 
Takashi Sekitani (Japan) is a freelance stereoscopic 3-D
photographer and 3-D videographer living in Tokyo Japan.
He has been exploring new representation by using stereoscopic technique, such as hyper-stereo, macro-stereo and
pseudo. He also has been taking 3D-360 VR video recently.

Mary Ann and Wolfgang Sell (
Mary Ann & Wolfgang Sell are active NSA members. She
served 2 terms as NSA President and together with her husband have been serving as joint VP of activities & convention coordination for the past several years. Every year they
host a gathering of View-Master fans.

Andrea Shetley (
Andrea has been enjoying photography for over 45 years,
and 3D photography for the last 20. She started in 3D by extending her interest in macro photography by moving her
single SLR on a slide bar. Her creative arts services business
combines her love of photography and computers (graphic
arts and desktop publishing). Andrea lives in Fayetteville,
Tennessee (7.75 miles from the Jack Daniel’s Distillery), with
her 10 cats on 26 peaceful acres. There are lots of bugs and
wildflowers to photograph, in addition to the American
black vultures that live in her barn.

Peter Sinclair A
Peter spent 30 years working as a TV technician for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation before retiring in 1997. He
attended Stan White’s stereo course in the early 80’s. His
interest in lenticulars began when he tried making old stereoview cards into lenticulars using the Image Tech printing
system. Peter went into Business w/Allen Lo’s Co. in 2004
bringing back the consumer 3 and 4 lens printing. This business called Snap 3D continues to do the 3 and 4 lens printing
as well as business cards and other related lenticular products and services.

E. James Smith 
When E. James Smith (NY,NY) was in 7th grade he spent
hours at the town library viewing stereo cards from the
1800s. By the time he was in college he had his first Stereo
Realist and thus began a life-long fascination with stereography. Jamie is a founding member of the New York Stereoscopic Association and currently serves as Vice President
and Curator. “Whenever I shoot 3D in public, people come
up to me and ask about the two lenses, “ Smith says, “...I
love snapping a photo of them and then blowing their minds
when they see it on the back of my W3 (digital 3D camera).”
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Richard Stamberg (
Richard Stamberg is Tour Guide for our Excursion to Knott’s.
He has worked at Knott’s Berry Farm for 10 years & been an
NSA member for about 35 years. Richard is a Knott’s historian and will guide us through what has spanned almost
100 years since the 1920’s. Knott’s is the oldest theme park
in the USA. Richard moved to Orange County 1969, after
receiving three engineering degrees from The University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor. His specialty is 3D stereo cards on
balloon aviation. He has been an FAA licensed Free Balloon
Pilot since 1969.

David Starkman A
David Starkman joined the Los Angeles 3-D Club in September 1977, one month after marrying Susan Pinsky. Starkman was President of the LA club from 1981 to 1982. Was
also Technical Director for a couple decades. He has been
“Newviews” Editor/Co-Editor for “Stereo World” magazine
since 1981. Is a member of the NSA, The Stereoscopic Society (UK) and the ISU. Currently retired, he has written Beginner’s 3-D guides which appear on the www.la3dclub.com
web site, and on the StereoPhoto Maker download page.

Melody Steele 
3D photographer since age 13, Melody Steele loves documenting her adventures in 3D. Owner of the Roslyn Art Gallery 1980ís and accomplished artist with multiple museum
shows. Melody is a retired Forest Ecologist after 33 years
of Federal public and international service. She has settled
with her five horses on 50 acres along the Columbia River
where it meets the Pacific Ocean in Washington State USA.
This is home of the first clipper ship built in America as a replica “Lady Washington.”

Hans Peter Stemmler 
Hans Peter Stemmler was born in Switzerland, 1943. Member of the Swiss Stereoscopc Society since ca. 1983. Member of the projectionist team at the ISU Congress in Switzerland 1987. Organizing the monthly gathering of the Zurich
gathering of the Stereoscopic Society of Switzerland.

Masuji Suto 
Masuji Suto (JAPAN) is the author of Stereo Photo Maker
(SPM). He has received many honorable awards such as
RPS Saxby Award 2015 and PSA Progress Award 2016. Masuji feels it’s not only his award, but also his colleagues. He
would like to say thank you to all his 3D friends.
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George Themelis A
George Themelis - George (or DrT as he is better known)
discovered stereo photography and joined NSA in 1988.
His first stereo camera was a Stereo Realist. In 1997 he cofounded the Ohio Stereo Photographic Society (OSPS) in
Cleveland, now in its 20th year. Today George keeps himself
busy as the Editor of the OSPS newsletter “Stereogram”
where he publishes stereo Tutorials every month, repairs
stereo cameras and viewers, and buys/sells/trades stereo
equipment and supplies for stereo photography.

Job van de Groep 
Job van de Groep (Netherlands) As a retired math-teacher
(pre-university college) Job was especially interested in
stereo geometry. His father-in-law was a passionate stereo
photographer and showed him more than 40 years ago how
to capture the 3D-world in a picture. Spectacular. Since he
inherited the Iloca 3D camera from him, and - lately - the
purchase of the Sony P200 set (and the connected Panasonic Lumix TZ10), He spends much time on stereo photography. His slogan: “Photography for two eyes”

John Waldsmith A
John began collecting stereo views in 1971. In the beginning he collected everything 3D, but eventually found that
his money and space was limited enough that he had to specialize, so he limited his stereo view collection to just views
of Ohio by Ohio photographers or publishers. John is a cofounder of NSA and past vice-president, editor of Stereo
World and librarian of the NSA Oliver Wendell Holmes Stereoscopic Research Library. He also is the author of “Stereo
Views, An Illustrated History and Price Guide.” His wife, Janet, is retired after 30 years of teaching.

Mitch Walker (
At the age of ten, Mitchell Walker was self-taught in photography using the Family’s Kodak Camera. Los Angeles,
where he grew up, became his subject matter over a span
of several years producing several images that are part of
his portfolio. At 21 he became a Photographer’s mate in the
United States Navy. This experience allowed him to sharpen his photographic skills. After his years in the military, he
started work at the Hanna-Barbera Animation Studios as a
cartoon animator. Member of the LA3D Club, he served as
President for 2 terms. Also an avid View-Master Collector.

Peter Weiler 
Peter Weiler (MA) has been a member of the NSA and ISU
for many years. He likes to take pictures of mechanical
things, statuary, animals, and especially people. He can be
identified by his hand crafted camera rig and his weebles.
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Jan Wesselink 
Jan Wesselink (Canada) was born in 1946 in Leiden Holland,
raised in South Africa, and lived in Edmonton for the last 40
years. 3D photography activities over the past decades included mainly analog stereo pictures. During this time I held
memberships in N. American stereo slide circuits for many
years, and more recently, in the annual PSA stereo competitions. After 2011 I switched to digital .

Ted Whitten A
Ted lives in Tucson, Arizona and works for American Airlines. He’s admin of two Facebook groups, Stereoscopic
3D and Let’s Convert 2D Images to 3D. He does stereo
photography and dabbles in many areas of 3D, but his main
focus is on 2D-3D image conversion.

Mark Wilke 
Mark Willke (Portland, OR) grew up enjoying scenic ViewMaster reels, but didn’t realize it was possible to create his
own stereo images until he was 25, when his father gave
him his barely used and long-forgotten TDC Colorist II camera. Mark was instantly hooked. 25 years later, when Kodachrome processing was discontinued, he went digital, and
also began experimenting with 3D video. Mark is employed
as a graphic designer, and has been the art director for Stereo World magazine since 1987.

Terry Wilson (
Terry Wilson is a web developer and photographer. She
maintains the 3D-Con website each year, including her website, Whoscoming.com, for registrations. Besides stereo
photography (side-steps with a Canon), Terry shoots stock
images for iStockphoto.com. She also enjoys rock hounding, the lapidary arts and jewelry making. Terry lives in a vintage 500 square foot mobile home in Ventura, CA where she
raises hundreds of plants and trees into her tiny yard and
semi-enclosed greenhouse.

Hannes Wirth 
(Germany) In 1990 I discovered my passion for stereophotography very spontaneously in my first 3D lecture I visited.
Gerhard Kuhns travel report from China fascinated me with
its incredibly tangibly realistic pictures, which I still have in
my memory today. With this day began a complete new era
of photography for me. I produced many 3D lectures and
3D shows in the last years. Some examples are Shanghai,
Prague, USA-Southwest, New Zealand, Tuscany, wild animals of South Africa, Centre Pompidou, Cornwall, Andalusia
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Andrew Woods 
Dr. Andrew Woods (Australia) is a research engineer at Curtin University and manager of the university’s HIVE visualization facility. He has expertise in electronic engineering,
3D visualization, & underwater systems with applications in
maritime archaeology and oil and gas. He was stereoscopic
supervisor on “From Great Depths 3D” and technical lead
on the development of the deep-water 3D imaging system
used to survey the wrecks of HMAS Sydney II & HSK Kormoran. In 2017 he was recognized as one of Australia’s Most
Innovative Engineers for the development of this system.

Mt Wilson, by Scott Ressler

Harold Lloyd - Safety, 3D Conversion by Jim Long

LA Hyper from 6th Street Overpass,by Oliver Dean
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